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LETT.hR. .FROM DR. A. L. BowLEY, Sc.D., AND D. H. RoBERTSON, 
EsQ., M.A., EcoNmnsTs INVITED BY THE GovERNMENT OF 
lNDIA, TO THE SECRETARY TO THE GovERN:IlENT OF L~DIA rs 
r.t:I£ FINANCE DEPARTMENT, DATED KEw DELm, THE 20TH 
MARCH, l!J34. 

We have the honour of submitting our Report on the subjects 
referred to us. 

Before arriving in India on December 22nd, 1933, we had bad 
some opportunity of studying the Reports of Commissions and 
Committees that have been published in recent years, the general 
Volumes of the Census of 1931 and other publications. At 
Delhi, which was our headquarters, we had the benefit of the 
assistance and advice of the officers of many Government Depart
ments. Nearly half of our time was spent on tours, during 
which we '·isited, singly or together, Madras, Nagpur, Calcutta, 
Dacca, Darjeeling, Patna, Benares, Cawnpore, Imcknow, 
Allahabad, Agra, Aligarh, Lahore, Bombay, Poona, Ahmedabad 
and Baroda and took opportunities of visiting villages. Our most 
prolonged stays were at Calcutta and Bombay. We had every 
opportunity of consulting government officials, Chambers of Com
merce, University teachers and others who were able to give us 
information or advice, or were desirous of making suggestions within 
the scope of our reference. We acknowledge gratefully the great 
trouble that was everywhere taken on our behalf and the 
ho~pitality \Ve receJVed. 

Our investigations were greatly facilitated by the Indian 
economists associated with us. Without their local knowledge of 
conditiOns, organisations and persons, we should have found 
great difficulty in ming our time to the best advantage, and with
out their help in detail throughout our progress would have been 
slower. In particular we wish to acknowledge the great care and 
efficiency of the. office and other routine organisation for· which 
1\!r. Fazal who also acted as Secretary was mainly responsible. 
Though 've had the benefic of the1r criticism in many parts of 
the Report, the final responsibility for statements and suggestions 
lies on us, especially as regards any that may be considered con
tentious. 

Owing to the brevity of the time at our disposal, we have felt 
obliged to interpret the second of our terms of reference in a 
very restricted sense. "\Ve haYe tried merely to indicate briefly 
the ways in which improYed statistical information may illuminate 
the familiar problems of Indian economic life and thus, when 
interpreted with judgment, may help to guide policy. 

Important as is their bearing on economic life, we have not 
C"oncerned ourseh-es with statistics of metereology, of literacy and 
f'ducation, or of public health, except so far as the last deal with 
the broad facts of birth and death. 
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We regret that we have not found time to vis1t Burma, or 
more than one Indian State : but we are aware that statistical 
services are well developed in (for example) Baroda, Mysore, and 
Hyderabad, and that their returns are incorporated in the general 
publicationg of India. There are many of our statistical recom
mendations in which the co-operation of the States would be of 
the greatest value. 



TEH.MS OF HEFERENCE. 

Copy OF A LETTER No. D.-119/F., DATED 6TH JANUARY 1934, FROI.-! 

J. B. SHEARER, EsQ., l.C.S., UNDER-SECRETARY TO THE 

G0VERN!IfKNT OF .INDIA IN THE FINANCE DEPARTMENT, NEW 

D~-;r.m, TO ALL PROVINCIAL GovERNMENTS. 

In continuation of the Finance Department letter No. D./ 
;3848-F'., of the 3rd of August 1933, I am directed to inform you 
that the Government of India have engaged the services of Mr. 
D. H. Robertson, Lecturer in Economics at the University oi 
Cambridge and ·Professor A. L. Bowley of the London School vf 
Economics to advise them· on the question of obtaining more 
accurate and detailed statistics than are at present available in 
T ndia. There will be associat-ed with these gentlemen in their 
enquiries the following three Indian economists-Professor P. J. 
Thomas, Professor of Economics, :Madras University; Mr. D. 
Ohosh, Lecturer in Economics, Bombay University, and Mr. 
C. Fazal, Assistant Secretary of the Punjab Board of Economie 
'Enquiry. The terms of reference are as follows:-

I. With a view to facilitating the further study of the economi~ 
protlems of India to report. on the existing organi~ation and range 
of statistical and other information bearing on the economic con. 
dition of India with special reference to the gaps which exist at 
prest>nt and the means of filling them. In particular-

(t) to make recommendations as to the organisation of a. 
central Statigtical Department which in addition 
t.o the collection of statistics ran co-ordinate Rtatisti. 
cal enquiry a11d information for the whole of India, 

fil) to consider the pradi<'abihty and scope of a. ~ensus of 
production, 

His) to consider the materials obtainable for· measurement 
of national income and national wealth, 

(iv) to make recommendations as to the initiation or con
tinuation of series of index numbers of pri<'es, wages, 
production, et~. 

II. Xs it is deRirahle that the collection of the information 
referred to under T <:honld be as far as possible designed to 
~erre as a. guide to praehcal policy, the main problems which aris .... 
in regard to the fnllntilizntion of India's e<'onomic resources shonlrl 
f;p formulated. 



( iv ) 

2. The English economists and their Indian associates have 
not been constituted as a formal committee but will work :1s 
experts engaged by the Government of India for the purpose oi 
advising on the questions specified in the terms of reference. A 
furthr~r commumcation will be :-:.ent to you when it has been 
decided w·bat pmvince-> they will be able to visit. In order that 
their enquiries may prove fruitful they will have to depend largely 
on the advice of officer>; of the Provincial Governments, and I am 

Madras . 
therefore to request that the Government of -~ will ·be so 
good as to render them all possible assistance. 



CHAPTER I. 

THE ORGAXISATION OF STATISTICS. 

fbe first part of our main task is to make recommendations 
nth regard to the organisation of statistical information. 

The statistics of India ha.ve largely originated as a bye
Jroduct of adminic;trative activities, such as the collection 
1f land revenue, or from the need of information relating 
o emergencies, such as famines. Only in th~ case of the 
lopufation cenRns and to some extent of fore1gn trade has 
,here been an organisation whose primary duty is the collection 
lf information. As a result the statistics are unco-ordinated and 
ssued in variouR forms by separate Departments. Though in some 
)ranches careful work is being done, and determined~_ITorts made 
;o improYe the accuracy and scope of information-;-in others they 
an~ lmnecesRarily diffuse, pravely inexact, incomplete or mis
eading; while in many important fields {Zeneral information it~ 
dmost completely absent.1 The only co-ordinated general publica
:ion is the Statistical Abstract, which omits some important 
;tntisticR which must be l'iearched for in other documents. The 
;itnation cries out for overhaul under the control of a well-qualified 
;tatistician. But a well-qualified etatistician is primarily a tech
nical expert, and it is not necessarily his function to decide what 
;tatistics shonld he collected, f'till less to advise any action. 
ITe must be visualised as a part of a larger organism, and at the 
3ame time as possessing a large measure of autonomy within his 
:nvn field. 

\Ye have been extremely gl::ld to find in operation an Economic 
Committee ot the Governor-General's Executive Council, whose 
t·ont i1111t>d exif;tenee we take for g-ranted. At present it is assisted 
in digesting tht> multifarious matters which crowd upon its atten
tion hy the Director-Gc>neral of Commercial Intelligence and 
RtatisticR, an officer whose own Department is under the portfolio 
nf tJ,,, :'\fember for Comn"il•rce, but around whose post there has 
gatl1ered nn accretion of duties which are performed in En{Zland 
h· tht' f'l:dT"' of numerous Denartments, and some of which have 
no very close connection with Commerce. \'\"e are convinced 
th·tt tLe work of economic intelli!!ence has out!!l'own the or(l'ani
s~tiont "'nich bas been improvised to discharge .. it, and that"' the 
tmw nas come for a drnstic change. 

1 Ju•tifiration for this statement will be found in Chapter III 
l){·l0w. Th~ ntral r:ire statis:irs are diffuse, Bengal rice fi!!'l.tres are 
hf.l,J to bE' ura\'Ply Inexact, birth and death returns are in~omnlete 
~nd ~o nnhli•heJ as to be misleading, and there is no general informa.

t wn about wages. 
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We recommend the abolition of the title of Director-General of 
Commercial Intelligence and Statistics and the establishment of 
a Permanent Economic Staff, directly attached to the Economic 
Committee of the Governor-General's Executive Council. The 
staff shoulil consist of four members. The Senior ·Member should 
act as .Secretary to the Economic Committee of the Council, to 
whom he would be responsible for the organisation of the \Yhole 
work of economic. intelligence. Thus he would have the duty of 
preparing reports on urgent questions as they arise from time to 
time, and for this purpose would need to organise the supply of 
current information on economic and commercial events abroad as 
well as at home. But it \\ould also be his duty to be thinking 
further ahead, and to take the initiative in planning enquiries of w 
broader and more fundamental kind. 

Two of the other members of the staff would be trained econo
mists,-we confess to a prejudice against the term "economi<.: 
experts"-while the third, to whose special position •••e revert 
below, would be the Director of Statistics. The salaries of the 
Senior Member, of the Director of Statistics, and of at least one 
of the Economic Intelligence Officers should be such as to attract 
men of high ability and standing, and their status such as to 
ensure them access on equal terms to other principal officers of 
Government. The remaining member might be a man of equally 
high natural calibre but of. a junior standing; as the programme 
of work develops, it might be found desirable to appoint one or 
more additional officers of this grade. So far as possible the sbJI 
would function as a staff and not as indiYiduals. bnt since the field of 
economics is so wide that no one man can cultivate the whole, the 
Senior :Member and the two Economic Intelligence Officers would 
divide the territory for expkration between them in :1ccorClance with 
their respective bents and capacities. It •ronld be natural, for 
instance, that one of them should specialise on the study of the 
means of promoting the expansion (or, if that be the policy, the 
orderlv contraction) of India's foreign trade, and the operation ,,f 
tariffs· and trade agreements. \\"' e think jt important that the two 
Economic Int-elligence Officers should work under conditions of 
the utmo.;;t freedom which is compatible with membership of a 
cinl sErvice. Once a problem has been set to them. general!~' 
no doubt with some time-limit for its investigation, they should 
be allowed the largest possible measure of discretion as regards 
their times and places of work. The whole staff would maintain 
the closest possible contact \\ith certain other officers of Govern
ment, including both some whose duties are primarily administra
tive and some whose duties are primarily technical and advisory. 
It would he within its competence to recommend to the Economic 
Committee of the Councii the ad hoc engagement of external 
technical experts for the purpose of reporting on the e<'onomic 
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potentialities of particular areas or of particular branches or 
process~s of production. 

We are of opinion that a small group of this kind, devoting their 
whole time to the study of the practical problems which are 
appearing at any given time on the economic horizon, and organis
ing the collection, and in suitable cases the publication of the 
relevant information, is much more likely to produce fruitful results 
than a more general and heterogeneous council, the members of 
which would be chosen to represent special interests and would 
be mainly occupied with other affairs .. In a constitution in which 
the representation of secttonal groups and interests already 
plays an unusually prominent part, the need for such an 
adjunct to the ordinary machinery of democratic government is 
not obvious to us; but whether or no it be decided to create such 
a council for the ventilation of opinion, our views about the necessity 
of a permanent economic staff would remain unchanged. Even 
if no such council is formed, it should be the duty of the staff 
to take active measures to keep itself continuously informed of the 
trend of ideas and opinions in the business world. 

The Director of Stltistics, while being a member of and 
a principal organ of information for the Permanent Economic 
Staff, should have his own peculiar duties, in the discharge of 
which he wonld en.ioy a considerable degree of independence.l 
These would include (1) the conduct of the population census, {2) 
the conduct of the census of production, (3) the-co-ordination of 
central statif'tics, and (4) the co-ordination of provincial statistics. 
To a~sisr him in these duties the existing Statistics Branch of 
the Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics2 would 
be transferred to his control, and some addition to its permanent 
numhPr~ would be re11uired. 

(1) In India, as in Amenca, the machinery of the population 
c·ensns is or::;anised hastily before the census and disbanded after 
the publication is complete. A new Commissioner is appointed 
for each occasion, who can onl:v profit by the experience of his 
prec1ecessors so far as their published reports or any special memo
r::mtla left behind by them enable him to do so, and who bas no 

1 This would be a reversion to the position which prevailed some 
;rears at:ro, and the restoration of which was recommended by the 
Hm al Commission on Agriculture. Since we are recommending even 
"·idt>r duties for this offi('er than did that Commission, we naturallv 
end<lr~e tlwir view that "it would be useless to engage any but ~ 
firRt c·lass statistician for the dntiPs we have in mind. The officer 
~h·C'tt>d mu~t be of tmfficient standing to make his. advi~e acceptable 
not only to the provin<'ial statistieal officers but also to the business 
wnrld and the informed public" (Report, page 6:?0). 

1 The C'ommerrial TnteJligenre Braneh of this Department. which is 
mainh· en!(aged in dt'alin~ with the enquiries of the commerc-ial worltf, 
would b('come a branch of the Department of Commerce. 



time to organise any far-rE'aching improvement. The subordinate 
staff is for the most part inexperienced in the work, which is in 
fact of a highly specialised character. In the circumstances the 
Indian Census is a quite astonishing achievement, but it is over. 
weighted with dead matter which no one has the leisure to devise 
methods of excising, while on the other hand it gathers fruits 
of living knowledge which no one has the leisure to prepare for 
the table. 

It is inevitable that by u·ason of advancing age no man can 
be responsible for more than two or three decennial censu~es ; but 
continuity can be preserved if a small permanent office organisa
tion is kept in being. \V E: recommend that tl1e Census of Produc
tion, to be described below, should be quinquennial, as is the 
case in m'lny countries, and .that while the main ~ensus of popula
tion continues to be decennin.l, a supplementary census with an 
abbreviatPd schedule of enquiries, mainly devoted to numb.ers, age; 
sex and occupation, should be taken in the middle of the decenn;11m. 
The cens!lses of population and production should be as nearly 
Sjllchronous as the requirements of tabulation permit. Preparation 
for the censuses and analysis of their results would provide nearly 
continuous work for a special section of the permanent Statistical 
Stnff. which would expand on the occasion of the taking of the 
oecennial population cemns into a larger organisation. 

We have no doubt that the population census ought to be 
tabulated by machines of the Hollerith type. These machines are 
renteil. not hougllt, so that the charge is annual. The process of 
sorting and assembling is probably f]Uicker than ~he· hand prnce~,:, 
and more accurate) A furthf>r great advantage 1s that all deta1ls 
are presen-ed, and any special analysis by subjects or districts 
can be verv speedily and chf>aply prepared.2 In fact when the 
machinerv is once installed, frequent use could advantageom;Jy h~ 
made of it.3 

(2) The census of production is discussed in detail below 
<Chanter II., Section 4). Here we need only remark that uni
formitv of rlnssifirnt;on l">f>tween the occunation tables of the census 
bf population and the industrial tables of the censn!'l of prodnct!on 
is very desirable, but not at Jill easy to obtain .. In the Enghsh 

lSee 1931 Census, Vol. 1, Part V (Administration Report), page 4. 

• For instance it is now imnossible to recover the 1931 ocrnn~ttional 
stath:tics for anv town for wbi<-h the stati~tics were not rmblisbed .in 
the Census Reroort. This bamners the project of Urban Surveys dur
cussed below (Chapter II, Section 6) . 

......, • For further suggestions about the population census, see Appendix 
to this chapter. 
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population census there is now a double classification by industry: 
and occup>ltion which may b:- found suggestive for the purpose,!. 

(3) In India, as in roost countriel:l, the statistics collected by 
each department are classified and arranged to meet its own needs, 
and are with difficulty correlated and co-ordinated for more general 
purposes. In England this difficulty is only partially overcome by 
con;;ultation between the Vepartments (e.g., the Board of Trade 
and the Ministry of Labour) and by an advisory committee under 
the chairmanship of the Government Actuary. In India the very 
fact that statistical activity has developed in a somewhat lop~ 
sided manner should perhaps make the task of c~rdination some
what easier than it is in a country in which strongly entrenched 
statistical sections exist in each of a number of different offices. 
The Director of Stati:>tics should have power to consult 
with those responsible for the preparation of statistics in .'\lL 
Departmer.ts, with a view to ananging for uniformity of classifica~ 
tion, and for the furnishing of statistic:; needed for general pur~ 
poses, w'thout prejudice to the assembling of other data nf'c:essary 
for departmental use. 

He should be responsible for the publication of the Statistical 
Ab><tract, as to the composition of which some suggestions are 
made Lebw (Chapter IV., Section Z). 

(4) 1\fnch of what has been said about central statistics applies 
also naturally enough to the provincial statistics from which ;n 
most cases the former are derived. In some provinces there is 
a whole-time statistician at work, in others there is not. \Vhere 
such an officer exists, or has existed, it may be under the regis 
of the Board of R-eYenue, who can claim that their prestige is 
tH'C'esc<ll'Y to him in what is bound to be one of his most important 
tasks,-that of attempting to effect continuous improvement in 
the primary data collected by the re>enue staff; or under that 
of the Director of Agriculture, who can offer him most technical 
work: or under the Director of Industries, '-''ho can offer him 
the largest virgin field to subdue.2 \Ve should have no desire 
to suggest a rigid uniformity of organisation among prO\-:ineefl, 
PVPn if their different financial situations did not render it unlikelv 
that !'uch a ~nggestion could he effective. But we hav~ 
little douht that ideally there should be in each major province a 
whole-time statistician, as nearly independent of departmental 

In En)!land the decennial population censns is carried out by a 
pt>rmattt>nt Regi~trar General, who has a small permanent staff; :~ 

quinfJuennial c·ensus and a larger permanent or~anisation have been 
rN·<'mmendt'd on good authority. The quinquennial c·ensus of produc
tion is ('onduded and tabulated by the- Board of Trade, the- grneral 
da~~ifi<'lltion bv industrie-s being <'o-ordinated with fair success with 
tho~P of the R~gistrar General and the Ministry of Labour. 

1 In Romhav the main statistical activitv is concentrak>d in the 
T.11h0ur Offiee. · • 
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control 1\S administrative requirements permit, but making his 
services available to all departments, passing all their statistics 
under his review, conducting the population census under the 
direction of the central Director of Statistics, and co-operating 
with the latter in every possible way. Pending the establishment 
of such officers everywhere, it will be for the Director to establish 
such contact as be can in each province with whoever most nearly 
fills the bill, with a view to promoting uniformity in the provincial 
statistics and thus facilitating their assembly into all-India totals. 

With regard to general economic intelligence, we do not make 
any such suggestion for the provinces as we have made for the 
centre. But we imagine that the existence in one pro\ince of 
a. Cabinet Economic Committee which is presumably in course of 
developing a small digestive Secretariat deserves study elsewhere. 
:And we are willing to believe, on the evidence of the, excellent 
work done in the Punjab. that-if only in order to promote co
operation with the local Universities-the case for the establish
ment of joint offici~~ol and non-officia} Boards of Economic Enquiry 
is stronger in the provinces than we have thmight it to be in 
the centre} 

1 We understand that the Statistical Laboratory, Presidency 
College, Calcutta, has already been found useful by more than one 
province for the analysis of pr~blems requiring statistiral technique. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER I. 

FURTHER NOTE ON THE CENSUS OF POPULATION. 

The whole subject of the organisation and publication of the 
Census is discussed in the Census of India, 1931, Vol. I., India, Part 
V.-Administration Report, by Dr. Hutton, where many valuable and 
important suggestions are made, on some of which we may comment, 
thou~h it is not necessary to allude here to the changes suggested in 
details of administration and compilation. We have no doubt that 
the Census Act should be made permanent (Section 2); and we have 
already made recommendations for the establishment of a permanent 
office. We agrPe that a Census on a de jure basis is more suitable 
to India than the de facto basis (Section 3), with the proviso that 
the de jure ba!'is ~hould refer everywhere to as nearly as possible the 
same day, by adding births and subtraeting deaths that have taken 
place in eaeh •illage or smallest recorded unit between the date of 
the preliminary records and the appointed date. 

A con~illPrable part of the publications follows lines which have 
become traditional, a.nd it is time to consider afresh the relative 
importance of the Ta.bles included. We agree with Dr. Hutton 
(Section 17) that. the rPturns hy rn.•fe and religion should he rPplaced' 
hy a ret.ttrn of 1'()1111111/ll,.f/1 in the origiu:tl S('hedule. In Vol. I., Part II., 
tahk<; rdatin"g to caste or rrligion occupy more than one-fifth of 
the 632 page~ of the volume; the space and the expense of collection 
and compilation would be greatly diminished by the change. 

The ~pace saved could well be utilized by expanding the Table's 
relating to occupation. Rural should be treat.Pd "f'paratelv from 
Urhnn P0pulation in the fir~t part of Table X .• Vol. II. (General 
Taldt' fur India). and similarly in the Provincial Censuses.l As it 
is, WP cannot tell, for example, how many of the 3,174,000 persons 
(')Cenpied in "Cotton !->pinning, sizing and weaving" are in the towns 
and conntry sPparatdy. 

At the same time details should be furnished for more towns. In 
~orne Prodnct's only towns with ovt'r 100,000 persons are shown 
:'\f•parati'ly in Occupation Table~. while in ~Iadras the 22 towns with 
morf' than !iO,OOO persons are distinguished. We think it advisable 
to show at leaf:t all t.ow11s of over 20,000 per~ons,2 with the totals for 
~n1nll~>r town~. in each Provincial Cemus. The Tables, if confined to 
the columns "as principal occupation," would be of only moderate 
length, e~pl'rially if they were confined to totals of "orders" and 
"sub-orders" which number about 6••. 

A fmtl1l·r Yery important distinc·tion is ma.de in other countries 
Ld \l('t'~l employers, those working ~n. t)1t>ir own .a.ceoun! an~ the employ
~>n. \\ e reemnmend that the poss1b1hty of thts classtficatwn in In<.J.i;J. 
should he very caufnlly considered, a~ leaf't as applying to the towns, 
"ht're a \'cry largt~ "lollnh<>r l'lrf> w.~rklng direttly for the markPt. To 
'HW ~P<l•'(> in printing this dh·i-;ion nPed only he applied to the 
catrg0ry "as principal occupation." · 

1 Tht>re would. be D? ~eed. to m_ake the division also in the ~uch longer 
~l'<'ond part (ProvinCial D1str1buhon), Stn<"e the figures would be avaJiable in the 
Provincial Volumes•. In fact thia. Table X, Part 11, might~ ~atly curtailed 
in Volume I , since ~ts purpose. IS only to show th€l rel.ahve. m'portance 0 f 
"~'Pftr~~o•e oc<•npationB 1n the Prov1nces, and the figures are g~.ven tA utm80 in the 
Provincial Volumes. 

1 Tht>re were in 1931, 371 such towns in India. 
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These changes are necessary to give a. realistic account of the 
occupations or means of livelihood of the people in the towns and 
in the villages.', At present it is impossible to make more than a very 
rough approximation to the amount. of work of ~ non-agricultural 
kind carried on in the villages, or of agricultural occupations of 
persons resident in towns. It is not possible to collate the returns 
in the Factory reports with those of similarly named occupations 
carried on in houses or workshops. Above all information essential 
for making estimates of income is absent, ~o long as town and 
country, and so long as employers and employed, are merged together. 

Wbere these or any other changes are introduced, it is of first 
importance that comparability with earlier Censuses, or at least 
with the 1931 Census shall be preserved, even at the expense of o.ome 
duplication of tabulation. 

Finally, we may commend the practice of Madras in 1931 of print
ing the essential information for each village in a booklet for each 
district. In most provinces there is no information 'available to the 
public for regions smaller than a tahsil or taluk; and we imagine 
that these . booklets might be of considerable use in local 
administratir•11 



CHAPTER II. 

'l'IIE MEASUHEMENT OF THE NATIONAL INCOME. 

1. \Ve ho.ve been invited to consider the materials available for 
estimating the national income and wealth of India. As will bo 
FeP-n more clearly in Chapter III, these materials are Yery defec
tive. To put it briefly, the stati~tics eYen of crop proJnction lea\t 
mud~ t.o be i!eRired, while F:tatistical information about oth•~r 
important parts of agricultural· income, such as the output of 
an1in·d bur-;Jmndr.v, are almost completely lacking, and stati::;tics of 
industrial production are patchy in the extreme. Undeterred by 
these difficulties, various persons have from time to time attempted 
to eRtimate the national income. We do not propose to comment on 
these estimates, since, whatever their merits or demerits at the time 
they were made, in any case they are now out of date. Nor do we 
propose to make any guess of our own. Instead, in the main p:•rt 
of this chapter we put forward certain practical propo~als for a 
fourfold enquiry which, while also serving other ends, will enalle 
the problem of measuring the total national income to be 1 e.
approached ab initio. But first, in Yiew of the confusions whkh 
sometimes arise,1 it will he worth devoting a little space to a more 
general discussion. 

The national income is the money measure of the aggregate of 
goods and services accruing to the inhabitants of a country during 
a y0a.·. inclndin::r net increments to. or excluding net decremen~t!i 
from, their individual or collective wealth. It is probably best to 
i~··wrt• catastronhic deerements of wealth, such as might be caused.. 
by an earthquake in Calcutta2 or a sev!"re epidemic of cattle plague . 

. \s iR well-known, there are t\\o methods of calculation, the 
firr:t cotFi"'tin~ in an eYalnation of tl1e goods and services accruing, 
the Rf·<·ono in a Rnmmation of indiYit1ual incomes. The two 
nwthcd~ do not furnish a cheek on one another m·er the whole 
fi•'ld. thus the sen·iceR of Cabinet :Ministers must be held to be 
worth the amonnt of their salaries, since there is no other wav of 
e\alnating- them. In the case of India it ~':'ms unlikely that· the 

1 For instanee, the Taxation Enquiry Committee considered that 
the land revenue "forms a deduction from the national dividend', 
(Heport, page 67), while l\Iessrs. Wadia and Joshi, in estimating the 
national ineome, deduet the \'alue of new investmPnt in the countrv 
by non-residents twice instead of once. ("The Wealth of India.''. 
pag:es lOS and 107}. · 

• As a. rurioRity, we leave t.his passage as it was first drafted at 
tht> end of Dl~ntber, l!l3:l, • 

9 
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first or cenRus of products method will ever be applicable over the 
whole even of the industrial field : and special taution in cmnbining 
the rc~dts of the two methods may be necessary. 

Th0 first or census of products method involves-
(i) evaluating the net output of the various branches of 

'productive' enterprises, agriculture, mining, industry, 
etc., at the point of production, being careful to avod 
double cotmting (e.g., counting both the output of 
wheat and the labour of the cattle employed in raisin~ 
ill: ~ 

(i,) adding the value added to home-produced goods and: to 
imports by transporting and merchanting agencies 
in the country ; 

(iit) adding excises on home-produced goods; 
(iv) deducting the value of exports (f. o. b.), ~ncluding gold 

and silver; 
(v) adding the value of imports (c. i. f.), including gold 

and silver; 
(vt) adding customs duties on imports; 

(vit) deducting the value of goods, whether home-produced 
or imported, which are used for the purpose of main
taining fixed capital, or stocks of raw and finished 
goods, intact; 

(viil) adding the value of personal services of all kinds; 
(ix) adding the annual rental value of houses, whether 

rented or lived in by the owners ; 
(x) adding the increments in the holdings of balances and 

securities abroad, whether by individuals or Goveru· 
ment, or deducting the decrement in such holdings: 
and/or deducting the increment in the holdings of 
balances- and securities in the country by residents 
abroad, or adding the decrement of such holdings. 

Some of these processes call for further comment:-
(!) That part of the product of agriculture, etc. ,-in India 

very large-which is consumed by the producer . or 
bartered locally for services should be valued, hke 
the rest of the out turn, at its price at the point of 
production, not at the retail pri<;e ":hich consumers 
in distant markets pay, and whiCh mcludes cost of 
handlin.,. etc., which are not incurred on the home· o• 
consumed outturn. 

(iit), (d). This is necessary, because the total we are in 
search of is the aggregate of exchange values to the 
consumer. 
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(i'D), ('D), (x). It js easily seen that if the Government of 
India raises a loan in London for railway construc
tion, the securities imported form part of the real 
income of tlJe English imestors, just as an import. of 
Indian tea would do. The reYerse side of the r;ame 
truth is that the increment of capital wealth in 
India, whkh is inc]u(l.ed in the ~valuation of produc
tion or of imports, is balanced by a capital liability to 
foreigners, and must be deducted to arrive at net 
income. 

The same considerations apply to changes in the 
ownership of bank balances, at home and abroad, and 
-in the case of India, >ery important-to increases 
or decreases in the stock of precious metals, which for 
this purpose may be 'risualised as foreign securities. -

(t'iii) (a). Strictly speaking, it may be argued that only 
those services of Government servants should be 
included which confer direct utility ,-protection, 
amenity of life, etc. ,-as distinct from assiRting to 
augment production, the -value of the latter hav
in!:! alread? been inclntied, like other coRts of produc
tion, in the Rale value of the product under (i). ·The 
subtleties to which this complication JeadR do not 
seem worth pursuing here; in what follows it will 
h'e assumed for simplicity that the services of all 
Gowrnment Rervants confer direct utility and form 
pdrt of the. real national income : deductions ca)l ·be 
made to taste by thoRe who please. · 

TheRe Rer>ices t-honlit he valnt>it at a e:um which 
inclniteR the pen!'ion ric-hts ac{·ruing during the· ye-ar 
to thoRe who render them. 

(b) In India the distinction between charitable gifts, which 
are not part of income, and the payment for service~ . 
of a cmJomarv or relie:ious nature is peculiarly ind~
finite; and the line drawn is bound to be somewhat 
arbitrary. 

The cenRUR of products method abovP described is the more 
fundamental of the two methods of evaluatin,g- the national income. 
In ordt>r that the reRults of the second or census of incomes 
method mav tally with it, certain precautions in following- this 
f'econd method must be obsecred. · · 

(I) All ~;elf-consnmed prodnee and receipts in kind inust be-
• included in the indindnal's income, valned at tbeir 

selling value at the point of production. So must the· 
annual nine of houses lh·ed in by the owner11. 
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(ii) All interest payments, even on. loans incurred for 
consumption purposes, must be deducted before 
entering the individual's income. · 

(iiJl Apart from this, the incomes of all individuals in the 
country, including interest on Government loans and 
pensions ·of ex-Government servants, should be 
entered gross, i.e., before payment of direct taxation 
(including land revenue). The income a of Govern
ment servants should be entered inclusive of pension 
rights accruing during the year. To the total so 
reached should be added the undistributed profits of 
companies and the net profits of Government enter
prises. From the total so reached should be deducted 
the sum required to pay the interest on Government 
loans other than for productive enterprises, and the 
pensions of ex-Govf'~nment servants, whether due 
at home or abroad. 

(it•) Rather oddly; receipts from customs and excise, fltamp 
duties and local rates-i.e., all taxes which are of 
the nature of business costs-must be added to the 
total so far reached.- For the latter ls the aggregate 
of exchange values accruing- to producers, while the 
true national incm,:ne, as caknlated on the census of 
products method, is the aggregate of exchanQ'e valuPs 
accruing to consumerR. Unless therefore this addi-

. tion is made. discrepancy will arise. 

'rhe suggestions which we make below relate to the estimate of 
the broader sections of the national income; the various adjust
m€nts indicated above would have their pla~e in a final calculation. 

2. 'Ve do not recommend for India at present an~· e~till1rlte of 
national wealth as a, whole. There are two method~ followed 
elsewher~. neither of which is appropriate to India. The first is to 
canibiize the yield of all income-bearing property, including- good
will, assigning appropriate numbers of years' purchase to the rent 
of law1 rmd houses, dividends. interest, etc., and sometimes ~o 
add estimates of pr0perty publicly owned such as dock~. raihny~, 
government buildings. etc. 'l'he second is to nse the sbtistics of 
propert~· passin!! at death, oUaine<l at probate, etc., and '\Yilh the 
help of life tables to deduce the total value of property. Tlns 
procednn> is impossible in India since there are vir~ually 1:0 taxes 
on inheritance. As regards the first method there IS certamlv not 
~no'ucri1 ir.forruation for the val nation of most of the important c)aRses 
of iri'dindual property; and though .th~ Yi~lne of railway'~, Con)d h"' 
estimated. that of roads, of some Irn!!atwn '\York:; and of many 
other re,r;;nlts of puhlic expenditure defies measurement. 
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Though we cannot expect to measure with any precision that 
would justify tbe attempt, the total of wealth, it may be possible to 

·give some inilications of its change, by series relating to public ex
pcuditure on permanent works, to investment of new capital and 
to oth.;;::; expenditure of the nature of capital outlay. This i~ 
develored below (Chapter IV , Section 2). It must, bowe>er, te 
ailmitted that the al:,andonment of the attempt to measure wealth 
introduces a difficulty both into the preparation of series of this 
kind and into the main problem of measuring the national income. 
Por, as already stated, the national income is (broadly) the gross 
national outptl_t less that part of it which is needed to keep capital· 
intact. In all countries the attempt to define this latter quantity 
creates difficulties, since the line between replacements and 
impmYements is hard to draw, and since conventional allowances 
for depreciation under income-tax Ia 1YS do not necessarily corre"
pond with the sums actually expended for this purpose. If the 
3i/;2rega!e of capital wealth itl't'lf cannot be measured, the difficulty 
of measuring· the amollnt of the gross product required to keep it 
in1 act is nrcessarily increttf'ed. 

:3. 'l'he iuYestigation we propose for the pnrpose of estimating 
the national income is primarily on the basis of production, but as 
in similar estimate.:; in all countries a mmor part depends on in 
dividual incomes. In India the proportion to be thus estimated 
is probably greater in the towns, but much smaller in the aggregate 
th1n in "restern countries. Partly owing to difference in nature 
of the prodncts and partly because different methods of investiga
!ion are necessary, rural income is distinguished from urban 
lllC'Clllt'. 

For rural income we adYocate an estimate of the quantity and 
\';l]ne of a 11 prod nee and services arising from the land or""rendered 
in tbe villages, by the method of intensive surreys in selected 
dbges. 

For nrhan income we recommend in the first instance survevs 
of the larger towns on the method which has been successfnilv 
follo"·ed elsewhere. This is based on a sample enquiry of the 
perl'onnel and occupations of families, and an estimate of their 
in,..omes narth· hv per~onal statements, partly bv investi!!ation r.f 
wages and salaries curr«>nt in the town. For incomes o-rer 
Rs. 1.000. or at least over Rs. 2.000, income-tax statistic~ r.an 
nfl'ord valuable help. 

"·e h:we recommended also an intermediate Urban Popnlatioc 
Cemus. Thefle three enouiries wonld be supplemented by a Cemns 
of Prchinction :mnlit>d to fadories nsing- nower, mines and some other 
in<1n~tries. This would to a considerable extent o'\"erlap the urhan 
;mr\f\' and to a lei's E':dent th<> rnral snTVP'\'", Bt1t it is of con
~i(1C'r:1ble importance in it,;elf and is calculated to furnish a morp 
ac('urate account of part of the whole field than the other surreys. 



It is believed that when all t,he materials are assembled, means can 
be found to eliminate dupliclrtion by estimatinO":'tbe part of the 
im·ome included both in the urban or rural surveys and the Census 
of production, or by other methods. 

It will remain to estimate on the basis of population and of the 
results of the main surveys the income of the smaller towns. 
Additional estimates may be needed for the tea plantations and any 
other special areas not included in the rural survey. 
. All the investigations should be extended to the Indian States so 
far as they are willing and able to co~operate. For areas not so 
included estimates \Vill be necessary by the use of agricultural 
!"tatjstics. , 

These proposals will result in fairly precise estimates for large 
and definite sections of the income of tbe population and of the 
produce of the area of India. When these are established effort 
·will be necessary to diminish the region of guess~work and increase 
that of ascertained fact. Meanwhile an estimate of the total pr~ 
dnce or income. will be possible within certain limits. If for 80 
per cent. of the whole the results are correct within 5 per cent. (or 
10 per cent.), and for the remainder are only correct within 10 per' 
ct:nt. (or 20 per cent.), the estimate for the whole will be correct 
·within 6 per cent. (or 12 per cent.) .. 

The relative importance of factory manufacture, other town 
activities, and rural production can, it is believed, be found with aU 
necessary exactness by these methods; and, if appropriate yearly 
series are constructed to show the changes in each sphere of 
activity, the changes of the relative importance can be well esti~ 
mated. The main difficulty here will be to find means of measur· 
in()' the change in non~ factory industrial activities; here the succes~ 
si~e ct.:rsuses of population should supply the essential information. 

The acrQTeO"ation of these surveys and censuses and the establish~ 
ment and

0

an~lysis of the yearly returns relating to them will be 
matters needing great statistical ability and should be part of the 
duty of the Director of Statistics whose appointment we recommend 
above. 

The order and dates of the complete scheme would be as 
follows :- '

1 

1934. Appointment of Director of Statistics. 

193i5. Organisation of the enquiries and training of investiga 
tors. 

1935-36. Rural Survey. 

1936. Census of Production. Urban Surveys. Urban 
population and occupation census. 

1937. General Report. 
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\\'e cannot estimate with any precision the whole cost of these 
investigations, but we may suggest tb.e following round numbers:-

"' · Ra.ls.khs. 

Census of Production 
Rural Survey • 
t;rbe.n Surveys. 
rrbe.a Census . 
Report 

2 
22 
3 
2 

30 

Tho Urban Census would be confined to Tables of Age, Sex, 
Conditions as to marriage and occupation; and the opinion has beea 
expres<·ed that the above allowance (which is over Rs. 5 per 1,000 
persons enumerated) is perhaps excessive. 

·1. Crnsus of Producwm.-The Census of Production would be 
impos~d (as in Great Britain) by a special Act of the Central 
Legislature, making communication of the facts demanded com
pulf'ory. It would be {'ond~cted by the Director of Statistics, 
the executrre arrangements presumably being made through the 
Department of Industries and Labour. It appears to be necessary 
to limit its scope, so far as English and American methods are 
followed, to the larger establishments; and the natural line which 
suggests itself is that drawn in the Factory Act, t:iz., the em
ployment of 20 or more persons combined with the use of 
mechanical power. It would not seem desirable to extend 
it· automatically to those smaller establishments to which, for 
special reasons of no great statistical significance, Provincial Gov· 
ernments haYe used their powers of extending the Factory Act. 
But nn the one hand there may be some classes of small workshop 
to which the Census could advantageously be extended, while on 
the other there are certainly some large non-mechanicaJ establish
ments, e.g., in tuilding and constructing, brick-making and carpet 
manufacture, .which ought to be brought within its scope. So also 
should the railways and all establishments under the Mines Act. 

The average number of operatives employed in factories m 
Briti-:i1 India (excluding Burma) in 1932 was 13,30,000; thougb. 
thi!'\ forms only a small proportion of persons engaged in industry, 
t],is group is of special importance in relation to export, and for 
this «n·l other reasons quite properly special attention has been 
given and f'hould continue to be gi>en to its study. It is to be 
rt'l1l"~1ll,t?red', howeYer, that the progress of factory industry is to 
!'Orne extent at the expense of <'Ott age industry, and it is of the 
greatest importance to bring the two in statistical relation to each · 
other. There f'Eems to he no possib1lity at present of making any 
exad P~iimates. Tlv, execution of the proposed rural and urban sur
Wy!' "il! proYide some data ; accur'd.te estimates of the crops of 
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cotton, sugar and other agricultural products which are mau.urac
tured both in ?ouses e~c., and in .factories, ar~ ~~pable of giving 
more complete mformatwn. There Is also a possibility of tabulatincr 
the census material relating to occupation in such a way as to sho; 
the wb0le numbers engaged in such o<:cupations, so that whea 
used in conjunction with the factory statistics some idea of th~ 
relativ·3 importance of the two organisations of industry could he 
obtained. The 1931 Census of Population in fact shows, a~ might 
be exptcted, that the numbers engaged in industry in British India 
as a whole is very much greater than those accounted for by th~ 
fadory statistics. \Vhile there is no immediate possibility of com
par.r16 the numbers in, or output of, fadories with those in similar 
cotta!!t: industries, it may be possible to obtain some annual data 
which would !'how their relative growth or decrease, "·hen the whole 
of the survey now suggested is complete. 

Examples of the schedules used in Great Britain ha"i'e been 
handed to the Director-General of Commercial Intelligence and 
Statistics. For the first taking of the Census the questionnaire:; 
should probably be simplified, and iri any case will need adaptation 
to Indian circumstances. It has been customary for the Board of ' 
Trade in London to consult representatives of Industry as a who!e 
on the general form of the schedule, and representatives of special 
indu:ltries on the detail of the questions. 

The essential facts to be elicited are the aggregate "Value of tlie 
sales and the a7gregat~ cost of matsriah; for each factory. The 
differevce, named in Great Britain the value of the 'net output'l 
and in the Unite{] States the :value added by manufacture', approxi
mately measn!'e.; the contribution to the national income of the 
factory', cr, when ag-g1egated, of the industry (so far as it is carried 
on in factories), after allowance has been made for depreciation of 
plant and change in value of Rtocks of materials and finished good~. 
This value is also the sum divisible among employees, employers, 
owners and the local and central governments. 

Beside~ this main estimate, details can be obtained of the. 
amounts and nlues of different commodities produced, and of 
materials bought, and of the power used. The arrangement of 
this part of the schedule is the main subject to be discuss~d w.ith 
the trade representatives. It is important that the classification 
of products should agree with those of exports and imports.2 

The number of Jmployees should be stated, divided as. salaried 
and wage-earners, male and female, young and adult with an 

--~-The 'net output' of railways is the service of transportation. Its • 
value can be measured bv subtracting the cost of material and upkeep 
(excluding wages) from ·the total receipts for earriage of goods and 
persons. 

• See t'ne critich;m made by the Tariff Board, Report on Cotton 
Textile Industry, 1932, page 192. 
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exad statement of the age-division between the two. It mliy be 
best t;• get these details for one week in each month of the :vear, 
sc as to obtain an average for the year and an indication of sea,,;onal 
mon~ment. It should be considered whether sirdars should be 
sho\m separately. The results <Jf the Census should be tabolated 
so as to show for each industry the distribution of firms by numbers 
employ en. 

The Census, at least in its first taking, "·ould be overloaded, 
if mud1 detail was asked about wage-rates or earnings. But the 
total wage-bill for the year could be required,1 possibly with some 
Rub-diviRions. ·where labourers are engaged and paid by a sirdar, 
efforts sbould be made to determine bow much the sirdar keeps. 
Beside~ wagP.R paid in cash monthly or at short intervals, there 
sllould he included a statement of all annual or other cash bonuses 
and cash expenditure for workmen, with a statement of advantages 
obtained by provided houses or land. 

The project of a Census of Production was discussed with 
Cl1ambers of Commerce and "·!th individuals in Calcutta, Bomba:v 
and elsewhe1e. Opinion appeared to be unanimous that a Census 
was desirable, so long as it was general and compulsory and id(~nti-

. fication of indiddual firm,; was impossible in the Deport on it. It 
also Reemed to Le the opinion that no opposition would in generaJ 
be made to filling in the schedules, even those relating to wages, 
1 lw11g-h it m1s thought that some firms would object to giving 
figures ":hi{·h could be used to show buying and selling .pricen, or 
in Rugar-mills the percentage extraction. :More doubt was ex
pre,,ed ahout the probable a.c<'uracy of the returns in some classes 
of factc,rit>s, among other reasons because of the fear _that the 

' TJ1come-tax officers would have access to them. The Calcutta 
C'hnmhcrs of Commerce expressed their willingness to co-operaTe 
in thr effort to secure accuracy. 

It. f.ecms impossible for us to form an opinion on the question 
how mnch effort would be necessary to overcome opposition and 
verify doubtful fig-ures. No doubt when the Census is periodically 
repeated, these difficulties will be less. Nor can we form more 
than a guess about the expense. Since the number of enterprises 
is not great, "We do not think that it would be at all prohibitive; 
but if. as seems natural, the work of enforcement is entruste.t to 
the Faz·tory Inspection Staff, the latter will undoubtedly need 
"t rengilwning for .the purpose. 

!i. J_Rural SurrtJl.:_-It is desired, as part of the Surrey of 
Indian Income and Resources, to obtain information in nnmHical 
form of the Income (in cash or kind) derived from the land, and 

1 ~eference rna~· be. made to the (voluntary) reports on earn in~., 
obta1ned by the 1'l!imstry of Labour, l.ondon. See the Ministr~· of 
Labour (,':lzette. 
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its distribution among owners, occupiers, labourers, etc., together 
with other items of village income. 

It i;: impracticable to make direct .investigation into the dr
i'!Umstances of each of the half-million villages in British India in 
any reasonably short time, even if the expense could be met or a 
sufficient number of investigators found. It is, tlierefore, neces
sary to proceed by sampling. 

The intensi.-e 7t'Udie; so far made or now in progress in the 
l'unjab, 1\Iadras, the United Pro'\inces and elsewhere, while 
demonstrating the practicability of obtaining satisfactory data by 
the mdhod followed, have not been selected so as to make any 
generalization possible. They have indeed in many cases been 
in villages chosen as representati\-e of special types, and are there
fore Dot representative of a district or province as a whole.l 

The method usually advocated in India is to divide a provinc.::l 
into n number of areas, each homogeneous in itfielf, and investigate 
a typical village in each area. It is almost certain that such homo
geneous areas could not be delimited with sufficient accuracy, and 
that their number· would be too numerous for investigation. To 
ag~:reg-ate the results for such districts, if they had been selected 
and investigated, would require a set of multipliers which could not 
be readily ascerta.ined, though there is some material for the pur
rose in the United Provinces. This so-called representative method 
i~ not advocated for these reasons, and also for the perhaps m.ore 
importent reason that it would' n0t be possible to compute the pro
bable error of the result. 

The fundamental condition for obtaining a total or average 
based on a sample enquiry is that every unit in the aggregate 
shall hare an equal chance of being included. This condition can 
be satisfied bv various methods of selection. The method ad
vocated for th~ present problem is that "IYhich has been successfully 
followtd in other investigations. Briefly it is to make (or rather 
to use an already made) list of all the units in the aggregate, 
e.g., '1f thfl 80,618 villages of the Bengal Presidency-arr~.ngeJ 
in geographical (.,rder of districts, and having decided on the nnmbt:r 
to be investigated-say 20o...:-to. mark in the list one in 433 
= 86~~~!1 approx.) throughout .. :·~i.ls, if we begin with tbe firJt 

villaO"e. the 1st, 434th, 867th; '"J86,168tb, as counted through. the 
orde;ed list would be the villages 'to be investigated. (It is better, 
however, not to begin with fhe first, but with some random number 
in the first 433.) 

1 "\\'" e should mention also the special investigations into tl::e Co5t 
of Production of sugar and of cotton under the Imperial Council of 
A!!ricultural Research, and the general enquiries into the cost of agri
cultural production required by recent Land Revenue Legislation in 
the Central Provinces. 
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. Each district and the majority of the ta.luks would thns ba 
represented, and a due proportion would be included in every 
la.rge homogeneous district. There is no objection to arrab@i:Dg 
the taiuks in an order that corresponds to various types of cnlti
vation, if this is done before the selection is made from the ordered 
.litf. • 

To obtain the tota.l for the Presidency of any group or quantity 
which is the subject of measurement we have to multiply die 

. 81618 
.aggregate for the selected vtllages by :ioo • -::433 a.pprox.1 

When the village ha.s once been selected by the process des
cribed, no other can be substituted for it without grave risk of 
error, however untypical it is or however dijlicuJt to i.liVeStlga.te. 
Every peculiar and remote village must have the same chance of 
inclusion as a village regarded as typical on a priMi grounds . 

• A rnea.s~re of t.he probable ~curacy of the results can be 
(:alculated from the return• themselvea by technical methods des.
~ribed at the end CJf this Report,2 so that they can be sta.ted as 
trustworthy within an assigned percentage. A rough test ca.n 
also bo made by dividing the sample into W;o, the first of which 
would contain Nos. 1, 867, ... of the above list, the second Nos. ~ 
434, 1.300 ... and observing how nearly they agree. 

The adequacy of the whole method of sampling can be tested 
by computing from the returns such totals or a'f4rra.ges as are· already 
known, e.g., total areas, total male popul.ticlh, ratio of males to 
fema.lea, land revenue, etc., and seeing whether the estimates differ 
from the facts by more or less than the computed probable error. 

The method has been tested by the help of the Ceu8U8 of 1931. 
100 v.ilages out of 39,549 in the Madras Presid~ncy, and :ZOO 
from :) , 72.5 in four districts in the Punjab were selected. In each 
'!ase tb4 popuiMioo, males a.nd females, the number of houses, the 
relaiv~'ftoUtdbera of villages of different sizes, and some figures of 
Jan~ and religion, were cQJD.pu~ from the sample and com
pared with the completed. reports. _Tlie xrwts are tabnla.t~d in 'the 
Note (r-ee ~s 22-3). In e\lleey pase the~ment w-as Within the 
limits foretold by theory. The OJ().ttSilience of the calculations from 

1 the samples and known results is~ some cases very striking. The 
test was in fact a very severe one, for example, the number of per
ROns in a vill~e varied from 3 to ,,703 in the lladras sample. bnt 
the average is correct ·within 4! per oeut. After consideration of 
these figures it wa.s decided that a minimum of 200 villages fl.hooll 

' Ree, however, Appendix II, pp. 78 II -.. for u alternative 
method of estima.tiDc eut.lla tot&~~. 

IA.n-diJr 1'1. 1m. 'l8 1!1 Mtl. 
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be the rule for each province or part of a province for which a. 
separat.'l total or average is desired.l 

A possible allocation would be :-

Number of Number 
Province. villages in 

in Province, Sample. 

Bengal. 86,000 250 
Bihar and Orissa 83,000 300 2 

Bombu.y 8 21,000 200 
Central Provinc·es , 40,000 200 
Madras . 51,000 200 
Punjab . 35,00(1 200 
United Provinces 106,f'00 300 

Total 422,000 1,650 

These Provinces together contain about 95 per cent. of the· 
area sown in British India excluding Burma. It would of course 
be advantageous if the procedure here advocated were followed by 
the lr.rger Indian States. · 

Before the selection of villages it would be best to exclude the 
tea plantations of Bengal, the districts where coal mining is im
portant, and the areas affected by the recent earthquake, unless 
they are sufficiently resettled by the date of the enquiry; and there 
may be other minor areas within the Provinces for which the 
method is unsuitable. To make the total for British India some 
estimates must be made for these areas, and also for Assam and 
the North-West Frontier Province and minor provinces. Suppose 
that the investigation by sample is applied to 90 per cent. of the 
villages of British India, and that the error in an estimate is 5 per 
cent., while in the remainder the estimate is 25 per cent. wronR", 
the error in the aggregate is raised to 7 per cent. 

It will be necessary that an investigator should live in each 
village for twelve months,4 with some intermittance or vacation in 
the times of agricultural idleness. In many cases the villages 
could be grouped in threes and fours within, say, 30 miles of 
each other, and a superior investigator attached to each group, 
living in the largest village and superintending the investigators 
in the other two or three. 

1 A smaller number, still selecfA:>d at random, may be sufficient for 
districts known to be homogeneous, but only in respect of those 
quantities iu which the homogeneity exists. 

1 The numher is increased to allow for separation of the figures 
of Bihar from those of Orissa. 

1 Excluding Sind. 
"Where the village is very smali, so long a continuous period 

wc-nld be unnecessary, and the investigator could help in another 
village whose size was such as to overtax the powers of one man. 
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A qualified statistician should be in charge of each Pro•rince, 
and the whole survey F>hould be controlled by the Director of 
StatiGti.cs. 

The necessary schedules should be prepared by the Director in 
const!ltation with the Pro-dncial Statisticians, and in them atter.4 

tion rJ'ould he paid to local terms of measures, weights, etc., 
nnd in other respects thE'y should be ac.Jpted to local wnditiom. 
The selection of Yi!Jages ought to be made at an early stage, so 
tlw.t ~o far as posf'ible investigators should be chosen who haJ 
Jjngui~tic nnd other local knowle(lge. and the number of superior 
im-estigators be de{·ided. 

The inYcl'tigators would need a preliminary period of trainin.; 
in suitable centres, UniYersity or other, where tl1e nature of the 
enquiry. the method of inYestig·ation, and the detail of the schedul.~.:; 
sltOnH he <'xplained iu detail, and at the same time their suita· 
hility for the "·ork he tested. 

The:-~e pre.liminar~· prores::;es would need considerable care and 
take a long time, so that if tilt' ;;urwy is to take place in 19:3.3-36, 
nn early beginning of the task is necessary. 

\Yhile in on1er to establish personal and confidential relation~ 
"ith the villagers, the imestigator should not be marked as a 
gowrument official, he ought to have contact with all the officials 
in or <·oncerned with the Yil!age and be allowed all reasonable 
access to their records. It has been suggested that the. help of 
tiH" viJ!age schoolmaster could be obtained for a !'mall payment and 
would he of considerable 11.<:;e ir;. some places. 

On the basis of Rs. 4.000 ea.ch for the Provincial Superinten· 
dent,;, Rs. 1,500 for the group investigator, and Rs. 900 for the 
,;nhorda,nte, the total salaries for the seven provinces would be 
about:-

7 P;·o\"incial Sup~riJtteudt>nts 

4,70 .':nperior Inv~~tig-a:ors 

Hs. 
28,0.)0 

i,O:!.OOO 
11~0 As~i,;t:\nt ln,·estigaton ](1,62,000 

i.1· .. :'!;out 18 lakhs of rupees;· to this must be added the cost of 
trainin!::" the investigators, travelling expenses, assistant computers' 
fl•cs. (;!lie.? expen'-'e~. and printing, central End provincial. A total 
of Ho,. '2'2 lakhs should be sufficient to cover the whole cost of the 
SuiTey. 

Besides the main enquiry which is directed to income, produc
t ion. <·(·nsunlption and allied topics, the investigators would ha'\"e 
am)'\' time to report on other subject~. such as health, co-opera· 
ti0n. del>t, t•tc., and also to Yisit neighbouring villages. But sinc9 
t!Jt' t:~bulation and printing of the results of supplementary en. 
CJilil'iL'S WOUld add to the expense unleSS this Were met OUt of 
rwn.gowrnmmtal funds, the supplementary enquiries mmt be 
Jim:ted. 
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General Headings of Information to be obtained. 
[A clAtf.dled questionnaire will be needed: see Appendix I , pp. 70' 

et seq below.] 
A. Existing data from Census, Agricuftural and Revenue re· 

turns, etc. 
B. Class.i:fication by means of livelihood of every family and 

every rerRon resident in village. 
C. Estimate separately and in detail for each family the annual 

net income, in cash or in kind, not yet valuing the kind. 
D. Account for the y;·hole product of the area, distinguishing 

resenation for seed, direct consumption, payments in kind anl 
:ales in or outside the village. Include sale of cattle, etc. 

[D exceeds the total of C by payments to non-residents or govem
ment, less any income earned outside the village.] 

E. Evaluate the kind in C. and D., by village prices if usei 
within the village, and by market prices (less cost of transport, !! 
any) if sold at a market. Estimate the total income of the village. 

F. Estimate the quantities and values of all goods (including· 
cattle, etc.), purchased outside or from travelling salesmen. 

G. Make annual budgets in cash and kind separately for typica.l 
families. 

Supplementary enquiries:--: · 

Rough estimates for previous years and for an "average" year can. 
be made from annawari yield recorded. 

Births and deaths as compared with those recorded. 
Conditions of health. 
Prices in village and in neighbouring market. 
Yield as compared with that used in the agricultural statistics. 
Customary rates of wages. 
Amount of debt, and interest paid. 
Migration. 
Work by members of the '\"illage families who do not reside in 

the village. 
Receipts from absent members. 
Capital Yalue of houses. 
Cost of cultivation. 
Estimate of the cost and value of cattle and other animals. 

Note on Rural Survey. 
Results of the Madras and Punjab samples, based on 100 and 

200 Yi.llages respectively. 
The whole Madras Presidency, less the Ganzam and Vizaga

patam agencies, was the subject of sampling, 1 village out of 3\Jo\ 
being ReJected. In the Punjab fcur Central Districts were chosen, 
and o~.- Yil!age out of 28 or '29 was selected. 
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Number of Villages of Different Sizes, per cent. of all Villages. 

j .......... ll adras. 

I ~:~ple. I I'rovince 

-~---~----------. I 4' -

Size of: village. 

Less t ban 500 personR .., 

I 6(')() to 1,000 

1,000 t.J 2,(.00 

2/fl(l or more 

• I 

i 

~ \ 

25 

17 

14 

24 

21 

1::! 

Punjab. 

Sample. Districts. 

491 (;0· t. 

3t 28· !' 

4 

'fotnl 1

1------·--
, 100 1 100 100 1100 

liumber of PerBons per House. 

l\fad1as. Purj:1b. 

. -- j 

San1ple. l' rovil:ce. Sample. 
I 

Di•trict.~. 

-----
'Male . . . . . 2·45 2·46 2·60 

I 

2•63 

Female . . . 2· .)2 2·52 2·18 
I 

2·21 

Total 4·97 I 4·98 I 4•78 I 4· 81 
! 

~I adras. Punjab. 

-· I San::plt!. Province. Sample. Di,;~rids. 

--- --
i 

Jll ales pn l,O()O.females 9iO !J70 1.192 
I 

1,191-) 

I 

ll ouse~ pet· v ill.qre 1~8 1S7 143 145 

I'<>pulation 1 er "rilln~e {l3tl 9Sl 68:-J 70-t 

rer l,t'no rersons- . 

Il indus (;•1" 
• -·J 900 165 119• 

Sitls 
I 

... . .. 299 372 

~u,Jims I ... ... .i ~II 4-56 
i 

('! ris!i:ms ... ... 17 i.J. 

Teln.::u •!•'"·' 1-.in,:- 41% ~9~~ ... ... 
i 

• I l.t'·e t~ures are no: euctl_• kocwn for tl.e coutJt~)' apc.rt frc•m th~ t<:w:.ts. 
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6. Urban Surz:eys.-A.ccording to the Census of 1931 there were 
160:31 cities or towns in British India (excluding Burma and Aden) 
with a population of 28 million persons, i.e., about 11 per cent. of 
the whole population. ... 

So far as we can ascertain no attempt has been made to estimate 
the incomes or production of1hese towns as a whole, though there 
ha>e been some studies on special subjects, such as housing and 
labour conditions, and on particular occupations, and some sporadic 
statements of wage-rates. The statistics relating to Factories, 
and the statistics of Incomes assessed to tax cove1· only very ~mall 
proportions of the population. 

The tabulation of occupation or 'means of livelihood' in the 
Census of 1931 unfortunately does not separate towns from rural 
districts, and since many occupations (carpenters, potters, etc.) 
are carried on both in to\vn and country, only very rough ideas can 
be obtained about the occupational distribution in the aggregate 
of towns. But full detail is given for all cities or townR with a 
population exceeding 100,000 in all provinces, and in Madras, the 
Central Provinces and the United Provinces for all over 50,000 
or even over 20,000. It has been recommended above that in the 
next census the occupations should be shown in each Province for 
the aggregate of towns and for each town containing more than 

1 20,000 persons. Possibly the .list of occupations could be abbre
Yi.ated in some groups for this purpose. 

Since Uni>ersities and Colleges are in nearly all cases situated 
in large towns, it happens that full occupational detail is generally 
available in the Provincial Volumes of the 1931 Census for each 
Uni>ersity or College town. 

It does not seem practicable to orgrmise a simultaneous survey 
by selecting random samples of towns of different sizes in the 
various Provinces. A-town survey needs the services of a group 
of persons working in co-operation and equipped with local know
ledge: in general such a group is not available, the expense is 
considerable, and the process of selection by sample more 
hazardous and difficult than in the case of villages. 

It appears to be necessary to deal with the problem step by 
<:.tep, first by a s~·ncbronons survey of those cities in which satis
factory inwstigation can be organised by Universities, secondly 

)!ore than 100,000 . 
50,1)1i0 to 100,000 . 

20,00 I to :10,000 • 

l'nder ~o.o~o . 

No. of Towns. 

27 
50 

203 
1,323 

Population 
(OOOA). 

7,630 
~.470 

6,190 
10,720 

or the town~ with less than 2\0(•0 pers~ns, nearly half the population was 
in the group 10,000 to :;!:),000. 
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'i>v making ~;;imilar, but perhaps less intensive, surreys of other 
j~,ms. The f'vnchronons im·estigation, for which a scheme is 
de:Ycloped in so;ne detail in the se(j-uel. m_ight cover 30 or 40 ?f _t1e 
I.Jr;:trr tmms with :m a~·gregate populatwn of per~aps 8 m1lhon. 
The results would give some basis for rough est1matet~ for th~ 
rc ma ininrr 20 million of the urban population of British India, 
base<l on"' the results of the proposed intermediate Census. The 
rrnl~l>nes'l of such an estimate (applying to about 8 per cent. of 
t be popnla tion) would evidently haYe little effect on the precision 
,,f an ef-timate of the ag::;:regate income of British India, if that 
"·as required. Our ~;uggestion for obtaining gTeater accuracy in 
tlH' futurE' "·ith re~ard to this unexplor<?d region is that after the 
nm:~l RnrYev and the Fniversitv City Snrveys are completed, 
;;nme of the more efilcient in\e~tigators should be engaged to 
.:;nrve~' H>lPct<'d town!': of \ariouR ~iles: the experience already 
gainPd would Fll~~e~t the most rrnctical methods of procedure. 

Cniccr8ity City Sun:ey~.-\Ve have di~;cussed the question 
,, hethcr the Economic~" Dep~trtnt(·nts of rniver,ities are able aul! 
\rilling to undertake surveys with the staffs of these Departments 
in ::\Iadras, Cakutta, Dacca, Patna, Benares, Lucknow, Cawnpore, 
Alia habad, Agra, Aligarh, Lahore, .\h1nedabad and Bombay, also 
at the meeting of the Indian Economic Association at Annamalai 
in January and at the meeting of the Inter-University Board at 
Delhi in March. 

Rinc·e "·e had alreauy reeciY<'d offers of co-operation, esrecially 
iu reference to an Economic Rune~·, and since in several cities 
Rome investigations of a relevant kind had already been made or 
were in progTess, we were not &urprised to find a general readiness 
to undertake the work, if a practical scheme was devised. 

\Yhile it was generally reco::mif:ed that the intimate and confi
dential information needed could not be obtained by go\ernmental 
anthorit~·, lmt only by unofficial and tadful personal contact, it 
is t 1wug:ht necessary to ho.ve official backing both for the· purpose 
nf ol•t:.ining t]:p co-opPration of Central and Local officials in 
,.tudying the d:1ta already' officially collected, and to regularize the 
~~~l' d "lll'h puhlic financial help as might be obtained. · 

In .ttP or;:t;misntion of the g-roup of surveys it will be necessary 
to combine central control with local autonomy. 'Ye may suggest 
1he imtitntion of a Central Committee, consisting of the Director 
d Sbtidics, a rt'presentatin• of the Public Instruction authorities, 
nn,l t\YO or more rniwr;.ity ec-onomists nominated by the Indian 
Economic .\ssociation. This Committt>e sbould draw up an out
lit1t' f'lh'dnle of <'nquirY, c-o>erin~ the main subjects on which 
infnnn:1tinn wa'l Tt'CJnirPd with sufficient definition to en!"ure that 
t!H' n'port~ on tht'~e s11l•ieet~ from the yarionf: cities ~hould be 
cnmp:1r:1hle. The same Committt>e should be prepared to ai!·dc:e 
on any point,: Fuhmitted to it, and in the end pre~ent a rPpnrt on 
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the whole subject. The Committee would need money for 
travelling expenses (one initial and one final meetincr should be 
su_fficient~, for correspondence and finally for pr;paring and 
prmt~ug 1ts report. 

TJ1e procedure for organising the Surveys will differ according 
a~ . H1ey fall to Government Colleges or to self-governing U niver
sitie'l' In the former the concurrence and co-operation of the 
Diret tor of Public Instruction and the Government in the Educa
tion Department would be necessary for the expenditure of money 
or thu allocation of the duties of a member of the College staff. In 
the latter arrangements could presum~bly be made through the 
governing body with the Economics Dep::trtment, and the organisa
tion of the Snrvey be completely autonomous. In each city the 
Survey should be directly by one of the Economics staff, part of 
whose usual duties should be suspended for a year to allow time 
and energy to be devoted to it. The detailed investigations should 
be carried out by graduates working for higher degrees or by 
post-gradu~tes and others connected with the University, -while 
some ')f the tabulation could be done by under-graduates. 

'Ve propose that the Surveys should be made in the U niver
sity year 1()3;'5-36. Before that date preliminary steps ought to 
be taken in arranging for the services of a lecturer and training 
the investigators. vVe return to these subjects later. Since a 
considerable pBrt of the work can fall within the normal activities 
of the U niYersity or College, and since funds and personnel are 
already available for surYey work in some UniYersities, the expense 
of 40 suneys Yrould not be gTeat. \Ve consider that an average 
of Rs. 6,000 per survey (more for the larger, less for the smaller 
to-wns) should be sufficient ;1 the division of such a sum between 
the s1tlary of the director, payment to the investigators, and inci
dental expenses would vary from place to place. On this basis 40 
surY•'\·~ would cost Rs. 2,40,000 and ·with Rs. 60,000 for central 
expe~ses and any additional subsidies needed, the whole expen
ditnre \Yonld be Rs. 3,00,000. 

It would be a great advantage to University education in 
Economics. if advantage could be taken of this scheme to give 
a more r•~rdistic bent to economic stuJies, anJ in particnlar to give 
statistics h more l1t>finite plaee in the curri.:-ulnm. In our opinion 
elemenh:!'Y statistics shonld be rrn examination subject (not univer
sally compulsory) for a first degree in Economics, occupying one 
''ear -with a class in practical handling of data annexed to each 
iech{re. Further we mav venture to commend the practice of 
some Universities in repl~cing some of the :M. A. examination 
papers by a thesis. and express the hope that this m11y be done 

1 The im~esti0':1tions in English provincial towns published in 
"Livellhood and Poverty" and "Has Poverty Diminished 7" cost less 
per town than this, The much more elaborate "New Snn·ey of London 
Lif,. and Labour" cost very considerably more. 
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elsewhE:re. The thesiR could very well be based on work done in. 
connection with the Suney. Even if there was no th~sis, possibly 
credit could be given for such work as part of the ~g~er degree 
course. This programme would need some reorgamsatwn of the 
examination, of the syllabus and of the duties of th~ teachers of 
economics ; in some cases it would involve the appomtment o~ a 
teacher fairly well qualified in statistics. 'Vhere this is a questw_n 
only of adjustment in existing schemes, the ultimate expense 1s 
nugatory. 

Wltethcr such re-organisation is accomplished or not, it will 
be neces~ary to give some training to the students who are to take 
part in a Survey; and we see no essential reason why this should 
not be merged in their curriculum. 

Sn far as a survey is incorporated in the ordinary University 
organisation of teaching and study, the expense is reduced, or 
alternatiwl~·. the sun·e~' can cover a wider field. 'Vbere the work 
if' o11ce introduced into the University curriculum, further investi
gattr'n" on the innumerable economic problems and the complicated 
ec·or10Ittie Htrnctnn' of cities and their neighbourhood could be made 
yrar b~ year, till the time came for a repetition of the major sur
ve~·. Also there would be trained men who could extend the region 
of RlllTe~·!-< to other to·;vns, as indicated above.l 

Finally the Universities would be prepared to undertake any 
statistical economic work for a Provincial Government, and act 
in co-operation with an Economic Advisory Council, where one 
exist!'. 

Some suggestions for the detail of Surveys are appended. 
Detail of Surrey.-The main objective is to supply data for 

e::-timating the relative importance of urban and rural activities 
in the Xational Economy, "·ith sub-division by nature and scale 
of indw-trif's and 6ervices. 

'l'hr:re are tll"o methods of approach : 
.\. Occnpational; B. By families . 
. \ .-.\n occupational Census is almost essential. The 1931 

ProYincial Census of Population Yolurnes supply great detail for 
mo:-t t;niwrsity towns, which needs careful handling, especiallv 
!'ltH·e employers are not separated from employed. 

In r~1ch industry and occupation of any importance in the town 
Cl'•:lt!riu: :-Lould be made about current rates of earnings and 
\\a•_,,_ (·"tim:~!t'd owr the ~·ear and allowing for seasonal varia
ti<'!l~.-including not onl\' the workers in 'constructive industries 
l·•tt ;·I· •· ~·\·rb. mlln:,.;r:~l and railway employees, tonga-drivera: 
:m•.l :. 11 nth'r~ ,,.o,·king for salaries or wages or making small profits. 

---~--~ ~. --~ 

1 Tt n'"Y nut bt> tl'tt of place to suggest that the training of 
~tu(it>nts in Etati~tics and their practical application would improve 
tLf'ir equipment fc)r commercial and official posts. 
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It is of interest to record also the method of payment (piece or 
time) and the organisation of. employment (direct, working on own 
account, etc.) and of marketmg the products. 

B.-An accurate list of houses or tenements is necessary. 
\Yhere the local authorities ha•e only a list of houses assessed to 
tax or local rate, it may be necessary actually to survey the locality 
and make a supplementary list. The Census states the number 
of houses in 1931. In towns of more than, say, 150,000 persons, 
it is probably best to sub-divide into wards or groups of wards, 
so as to take as units not more than 30,000 houses. The proce
dure is then as in the New Survev of London Life and Labour. 
It is decided to select about 1,000-houses in each unit, a number 
sufficient for the precision desired and not too great for tabulation. 
In the list of, say, 30,000 houses one in thirty is ~arked systemati
cally, so that a selection at once random and nearly equally spaced 
through the town is obtained. Each of the houses so selected is 
;i;;iteu and no substitution of other houses is· allowed. 

Friendly relations ha>ing been established by the visitor, non
cont2ntious information is obtamed about numbers, sex and 
approximate ages of the family group and of occupation. \Vith 
great discretion data are sought on earnings and income. Often 
repeated visits are necessary. On the basis of ten successful 
nsits per week, 10 investigators would cover the 1,000 houses in 
10 weeks. · 

Prepared cards or schedules of enquiry are necessary, but 
usuaili tl1ese should he fillecl in nnmecliately after and not during 
the vi~it. 

The information obtained under _\. can be used to supplement 
{)r cheek data of income under B. 

Each card is criticized and arranged for tabulation by tha 
surerrisor. 

Th~ ~ut>.in diffic•1ltv is to estimate the income of families of 
dealers v.ho both make and sell, and of the richer class. 'Wher-3 
it is probable that the income is assessed for tax at Rs. 1,000 or 
over ,1 this should be recorded, and in the compilation of all towns 
some e<:timate can be made from Income-Tax figures. To some 
extent aho a rough idea of the number of assessees can be given 
h· th.~ bcome-T'ax authorities, but in the Calcutta Income-tax: 
Office, for example. neither the income nor the number of persons 
assessed is confined to residents or to activities in the city. In 
snme cases the nature Qr a:::sessed .alne of the premises may be a 
ch1e. In the :;:nmmarv there will be an entrv for a rough estimate 
of m1rnr.er" of families, persons and of incoine, v.here the income 
exceeds Rs. 1,000. 

1 Allowance, however, should be made fot' the possibility of incom
pleteness of the record of incomes between Rs. 1.000 and Rs. 2.000. 
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The totals should, in e•ery case of doubt, be given as within a 
certain range, not as an exact number. The percentage error 
aF-signable to aggregate income can thus be recorded. 

All existing data bearing on the subject of the Survey emanat
ing from Central and Local Authorities, trade organisationsr 
social institutions, etc., should be studied, and all possible co
ordination should be sought with these official and other 
organisations. 

A difficulty will ariRe in preparing the data so as to combine 
tl1em with the CeDRus of Production of fadories, etc., that come 
under the Factory Act. It is suggested that an estimate be made 
cf the numbers and earning·s that are included both in tlu~ Town 
Heport and in the Cenr-;us of Production, for the use of the Central 
Committee. 

It is not recommended that anv measurement of the number 
of families in Pon~rty should be m;de, though this was one of the 
principal objectin's in the English Surveys. The necessary preli- · 
minary work of the definition of a minimum standard of living 
has not been carried out for India, and with the great diversity 
of standards and methods of living it is doubtful whether it is v 
practicable. 

The report to the Central Committee should be confined to 
1he s•1hjects in the questionnaire issued by them. Other informa.-· 
tion can be pubJi,hed or recorded locally, or in University studies. 



CHAPTER III. 

SERB.L STATISTICS. 

1. llltroduction.-Before proceeding to the discussion of the 
detailed statistics of production, prices and wages, it is well to 
state summarily the relevant conditions of the construction attd 
intention of index numbers. In each field they depend on three 
stage.;;, (r) the measurement at one date and place of a definit:l 
quantity (or price or wage), (ii) a series of numbers propottiom.l 
to the changes in that quantity in time, (iii) the assembly of a 
group of these series into one by a process of averaging. 

As regards (i) it is sufficient to state that the entity measure:i 
must be completely defined,l and as 1egards (ii) that the definitioa 
should be absolutely unchanged over the period co>ered by the 
senes. 

(i) has its immediate use for comparing prices, wages, etc., 
from place to place or occupation to occupation at one date; 

(ii) is important in itself for studying the change in time of 
prices of one commodity at one place or of wages in an occupation. 

(iti) .-heraging may be of series relating to the changes in 
different places of the prices of one commodity or the wages of a 
defin·~··i occupation. Or the a>erages may extend oYer a group of 
series of quantities (retail prices or wholesale prices or wages ln 
general), and then they are usually constructed from the average 
series of the first kind. 

Only those series should be averaged which relate to some 
• common quality, and in general index numbers should not be 

formed by aYeraging series whieh are heterogeneous, such as 
birth-rates, prices, and production of commodities. 

The a>erage 'may be :;;imple (unweighted) or weighted. In 
ewrv index m~mber discussed in the sequel (except perhaps those 
relat'ing to the prices of a single commodity such as rice or salt) 

\ wei~hts s~o.uld be applied, unle~s it is found by trial that th~y 
haYe Leghg1ble effect. Tte we1ghts may, when many senes 
are awraged together, usually be rough, as can be tested by 
working '\':ith nrious modificatiom of them. But the roughneso; 
or approximation permissible is closely related to the dispersion of 

1 There is a fundamental difficulty in the first process of dealing 
with reports depending on weights and measures in India, in the great 
'\"ariety of units and o£. their 1?-;-~u~ed equivalents not only b('t\1 een 
provinces but among nei.ghbo~rnr,-:=- \'lllages, and many of the bal.ances 
aml weights used are sa~d tc be Htaccurate anrl capable of rnampnla
tion. 



sbe movcmenu of the &eries averaged. If all the series mo'fe 
in strict proportion with one another, all systems of weighting 
give the a&.me result;. But if, for example, the price of cotton 
moves quite differently from the price of wheat, a great deal 
will depend on the choice of rel&tive _JVeigbta ·given to the two. 

It is because of this consideration that in the eeqnel we recotn· 
mend the postponement of tht> consk'uctiokl of IJOille index numbers 
till the appropriate weights are ascertained. In other cases post
ponement is neceBBary till trustworthy elementary aeries are 

:&vailable. 

In a.ll caseo the quantity or tendency which the index number 
is designed to measure and its scope of application must be defined 
or described before the choice of the series to be averaged together 
or the system of weighting is decided. Thus wages may be urban 
or rural or both, production may be industrial only or extended 
to agri<·ultural, prices may be regarded in relation to world prices or 
internal prices, and wholesale prices may be need.ed for general 
purposes or for comparison with reta-il. .. 

Only when definition is adequate at every stage and the data 
of quantitieR and for weights are Rufficiently aecurate for the ptl!'pOfle 
which the. index number is intended to fulfil, ought index numbers 
to be constructed. 

Where data are collected, in relation to which there has beeri 
little experien('t', it is advisa.ble to test their adequacy and accuracy 
by every possible means before series depending on them are 
incorporated in index numhers. Ead1 new bnmch of statistics 
needs a period of growth before its fruits are mature. 

Statistical measurement that de~ds on multifarious data is 
necessarily approximate, and results should not be given to more 
Rignifiea.nt figures than can be justified by the nature of the returns 
n.nd their manipulation in averaging. 

Our recommendations are based an theae principles, ·after as 
detailed a. study of Indian tltatisties as we have been able to make. 

2. Grotct11 of ropulation.-"The vital statistics of India are 
well known to be defective. "1 This is evident both by knowledge 
of the methods of record of births and deaths, and by comparison 
in total or dt>f:til with the po'flolation censnsel!l. Thus in thE 
decade 1921-30 about 83.~00.000 births and 63,500,000 deaths wen 
recorded in British India, while the increase between 1921 and 
1931 was ac.cording to the Censuses 24,700.000 instead o.l 
20.000,t002. WhilE' there iR p::'Oh~bly a cJeftcienty in t.he rt!Jr,or~ 

t Census of India, 1931, Vol. I, Part 1, page 91. 

' The diafeet iB llOn than • ·Y wjl)' I Ia 83•1 ailliou, ..__ 
deaths u well u t.irths are uareeorded. 
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of deaths, it is e\iuent that that in the record of births is mort:· 
considerable. 

The only excu~<:: fo~· estimating birth and death rates at :1ll 
ou these figure::; lit's in the hope that the error is constant and 
therefore the tendency to"Wards higher or lower birth or death 
rates can be known. But since any impro\ement in the orcranisa
tion results in apparently higher rates, the evidence would only 
be valt.JlJe if a ciecrease was :::hmn1, "·hereas in 19~1-30 there· 
is no__, cle~r .tendency in either direction. The figures published in 
the t'tanstlcal Abstract (Tenth Issue, pp. 460-1) are definitelv 
misleading, for they are worked on the population of 1921. If allow
ance is made for a 9 per cent. increase in nine \ears the birth
rate ~tated as 3.j·ggl per 1.000 in 19:30 would 'beco~e 33"0, as 
compared with 3:2':2 in 19:21. It should be seriouslv considered 
whether these figures should be published at all, except for areas 
where there "Was reason to belie\e substantial accuracy is obtained, 
since they lead to quite unjustifhhle cnnclusioes. They ha\e 
their use, however, to medical officers of health if these are aware 
of their limitation::. If published, at least allo"Wance should be 
made in the denominator for the gromh of population. 

)Ieanwhile no effort should be spared district by district to 
improve the returns, as bas been found possible in some Pro,inces. 
The recods in the to"Wns are :;:aid to be more imperfect ewn than 
in the \illages, and there is no good reason why the town organisa
tion should not be brought llp to the le\el reached in other countries. 

The badness of these statistics affords a strong argument for 
the instit11tion of a quinquennial ropPlation census, the inter
mediate censuses being much less elaborate in detail of schedule 
and in publication than the usual decennial census. 

).Ieanwhile it is possible to make ~ fairly good, if hypothetical, 
estimate of the gromh of population by the use of the Life Tables 
p-iven in the Actuarial Report in the Census. These tables do. not 
depend on the records of death, but on the study of the :figures 
of the Censuses of 19:21 and 1931. Their accuracy is reduced by 
the aberrations that are known to l:ie present in the statements 
of acres, but the mathematician is able to smooth these away with 
rea;;~nab1e ac~urac\. By applyin~ the Life Tableto the (amended) 
numbers in the 1931 Census, it can be estimated how manv at each 
age will surn>e for 1, 2 ................ 10 or mor~ years. Thus the 
population a~ed 10 years or more ~n 19H can be forecasted_, ap~rt 
from miQTI!tion, on the h:vpotbesis that the rate of snmval 111 
1921 to l931 is repeated in the follomng decade. This assumes 
that the average death-rate age by age is the same in the second 

1 The computation of these rates M here to four si.gnifica~t ~gurr>.:;. 
"hen th, second figure is known to be too low. cannot be JUStliied. 
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as in the first decade, and great aberrations from this will be 
·evident e\·en in the imperfect records of deaths. 

This process has been roughl~· trorked out for males betv.een 
the ages of 5 and 55 in 1931, and therefore (if they survive) between 
the ages 1.5 and 6.'5 in 1911. The tables correspond with those 
issued by the League of Nations for se\eral countries in connection 
with the Geneva Economic Conference. 

A.ll-India excluding Burma. 

::'.I ales. 

n~cnrded Ex;.t!(!t.,•d 
A::;e·g-roups. in in 

1931. 19!1·. 

COOOs. 0000s. 

n lo 2:) ]53:"; !:081) 

20 to 25 1~61 u;:,;; 

25 to 30 14~9 ]:131J 

ao to 3:> 13;')9 1314 

a;; to 40 llOi 1191 

40 to 45 !l.U 1040 

4::> to 50 i32 SOl 

50 to 55 U77 643 

:15 to 60 896 4f,1) 

60 to 65 314 336 

Total Hi to 65 10,tl04 11,067 

=Increase 10! per cent. 

1 t is said that the ages of males under :2.) years are usually accurately 
,tatecl; if that is so, the figures for 19H up to the age of 35 are 
tru:::tworthy if the hypothesis of similar death-rates in tbe decades 
Hln-31 and Hl31-41 is valid. In the higher ages the ac:rur:v:v 
dl'pen(l;; on the snccel:'s of g:radnatin~· away mis-statements of ag~ 
between the ages 2-i and.).). The fall 'expected' in the age-groups 
23 to 3.3 between 1931 to 1941 is due to low birth-rates in 1906-16 
and other special circumstances affecting these age classes. The 
increa~e to be expected in the number of young men under 25 
years i~ very noticeable. 
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The following Table shows similar figures for the major
Provinces based on separate Life Tables for each :-

Males 
Age-groups. 

Bombay. Bengal, Assam and \ 
Sikkim. , :Madras, 

Recorded Expected. Re<cor,ded 
1931. 19U. 1931 

Expected Recorded : Expected 
1941. 1931. ; 1941. 

I 

-----1-:---_..:...----:i -------,11---- I _ 
'----~-- 1....----v--·--.J '----v-----' 

oooos. oooos. 1 oooos . 

. ~ ::: ~::: ~ :::::: ~\ ::: ~ ::: ~ 15-25 

25-35 . 
264 !I 585 639 I' 464. 

51 107 125 107 

, _______ l::--------

683 I 750 11.:-1~~~~::-1~:o 

35-55 . 
55-65 . 

228 

45 

497 

ll3 

Increase • 

"----v-----'1 v---'~ . ....__--v---' 

• 10 per cent. 8 per cent, II per cent. 

l\Iales 
Age-groups. 

Central ProviniJes, I 
Berar and United Provinces. Punjab. 

Hyderabad. -----,-----!-----,.---~ 

I I I 
Recorded Expected I Recorded 'Expected :Recorded Expected 

1931. I 194.1. i 1931. 1941. I 1931. 1941, 

-----·-··--1..__ -yo- ..J -yo---_..} 1'-- . -v-----' 
OOOOs. \ 0000s~ 0000s. 

:: ~- ::: ~~ :: -~ :::1-::: ~ ::: ~ 15-25 

25-35 . 
35-55 . 299 325 512 549 I 232 265 

55-65 . . 66 79 106 121 
I 

61 6! 

----------
s81 967 1,504 t,621 I 732 831 

Increase • 

I 
'------v------''----v----' .'-----....,.---..J 

10 per cent. I 8 per cent. I 14: per cent. 



The increase for Bihar and Orissa simi.larly computed is 14: per 
eent., but it is impossible to make allowance for the elects of the 
earthquake. · 

There would be no difficulty in working out similar computations 
for intermediate years. If the age-distribution of females ,.t the 
Census could be made fairly accurate, and if birth record.t were 
improved. the important statement of number of births per 1,000 
women of reproductive age could be given for any year. 

3. Agricttltural Statistics.-No correct perspective of the rela-
tive. importance of urban and rural activities is possible, till the 
statistics of agricultural produce are improved. 

The outstanding need for aH-IndJa statistics is a new system 
of recording the area under crops and the yield in the areas under 
Permanent Settlement. The inaccuracy here has a. serious effect 
IXl the world estim.ates published by the International Agricultura.I 
Institute at Rome, and on the estima.ted relative importa.nce of 
India as a food-producing country. The figures at present are quite 
insufficient to determine whether or not food is increasing in pro· 
portion to popula.tion. -

Outside the permanently settled areas the existing method was 
designed for assessing land-revenue, observing the existence or 
danger of famine or distress, a.nd aJfording evidence for increase 
or decrease of a.ssessment, and it appears to serve this purpose 
adequately in most cases. The forecasts ba.sed on it during the 
maturing of the harvest also give a rough indication of the tJariation 
to be expected from the previous years ; though they are incorrect 
as actual measures of the crops, they ditfer from the true results. 
af; estimated otherwise for the export crops, in a fairly regular way. 
For other pur~s they are known to be quite unreliable in most 

,.~ 

cases. 

We proceed to diAcuss poasibilities of improving the exist~ 
method, a.nd then suggest for consideration a.n alternative method-J 

The existing method.-Though there are considerable ditfer
t•nceR from pmvincl' to province the well-known procedure may be 
f.lttmmarized as follows:-

.4rea sou'n.-Except in the areas under "pen:nanent settleme .... t,. 
it is stated that. the area sown under e8A!lh main crop is known with 
,·ery fair accuracy. There is, it is believed, some tendency not 
to show change~; from a. previous year, from carelessness or from 
a del'ire to avoid questionF, and in Bombay it wa.s stated that the 
)()('a) official in charge of seven to ten villagea does not visit the 
field>:. but deduce!'\ the area from the amount of seed the cultivator 

t"tates be is using. These errors could be avoided if the higher 
officialil gave sufficient instruction and criticism. 
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In the permanent settlement areas, how-e'\"er, where there is not 
the same detailed re,enue organisation as in the rest of British 
India, the annual statistics of area, are generally admitted to be 
almost worthless except for jute, tea1 and possibly sugar. The 
method for obtaining the area. under jute is based on a detailed 
rdurn on a printed form in each Yillage shomng the area under 
jute field by field, and this process is calculated to give accurate 
totals, if properly surervised. The Royal Commission on Agricul
ture in India, 1'326, recommended (paras. 527, t531) that the same 
method should be applied to other crops, and it appears that the 
exp€nse would be moderate when considered in relation to the 
~reat jmportance of making good this great deficiency in Indian 
r:rop statistics. In fact this is by far the most important reform· 
needed, since without it impro-,ement in the computation of the 
other factors is nugatory. 

The seasonal factor.-For each di'Otrict a standard yield is deter
mined and stated in maunds per righa or otherwise2• At the 
ht:ginaing of the season the village accountant reports the area 
f'O\\O cf each crop, and these are aggregated in tahsils, district;o 
and pronnces. Once or more during the gro\\th of the crop and 
a;::ain at the time of harvesting the villag-e accountant estimates 
tl1e yield as so many annas, taking a definite number of annas, 
e ·'l., 1~ or 16 as standard. The tahsildar receinng such state
ments from the villages in his tahsil takes some sort of average 
of them, using his general kno~ledge of the crop condition, and 
reports a single result, such as 10 annas, for the tahsil to the 
District Officer. This official modifies these numbers according 
to his knowledge or discretion, and either proceeds as did the 
tahsildar and selects a single number of annas for the district as 
a "hole, or, applying the anna yield to the area so\\n in each 
to hsil separately, reports an average for the district. 

The process of criticising and amending the village accountant's 
figures by his superior officers is necessary because the former is 
believed to have an inclination or bias to report (i) no change from 
the prenous year, or (i!) an average crop, ~hen the yield is mode
rate, and (iii) to underestimate a good crop, and (iv) to exaggerate 
the fall in the case of a bad crop. It is apparently thought that 
the tahsil dar can form a better judgment, and also that District 
Officers bv u!'ing other sources of information can correct the 
tabsildar's" estimate. . 

So far the reports have been through the revenue officers, but 
at this stage the District Officer reports the area so\\n and the 
:< nna vield to the Director of Agriculture, ~ho uses them in con
jt~nction mth the standard yield for ea<:h district to estimate the 

1 Th"l !rtati«tics for tea anpPar to be detailed and l'·'mfllt>te, though 
they are criticised by the Indian Tea Association. 

~About the standard yields, see pages 38-39. 
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diF>trict total; at the same time he has his own sources of informa
tion from his r.uborclinates. 

Oue result of the whole procedure is that there is no attempt 
to giYe the estimate for the tahsil, in some cases for the district, 
as wore precise than oue anna in 12 or 16, or, since there is a, 
preference for even numbers, than two annas in 12 or 16; indeed 
Collectors •rould not usually trust their judgment more closely than 
tbis. Thus the error in the estimate is as likely as not to be half 
&n anna, 3 or 4 per cent. out, and cannot claim greater precision 
tban this.1 • The harvest cannot, from this reason alone, bt! 
correctly stated to more than two significant figures for a district, 
C.ff., ~340,000 tons. 

It is probable that an estimate by a skilled agriculturist of the 
~ ield of a single field could not be given in finer terms than the 
llearest integral number of bushels to an acre, and is therefore as 
likely as not to be ! bushel, or say 1 per cent., wrong. In fad 
barve~t results cannot be known with great pre<::ision in any 
country, lwwewr goou its organisation for the purpose. Dut in 
the Indian pro<·euure the detailed arithmetical methods that would 
~-j, e more accurate results are almost deliberat;!Y avoided. 

The aYeruge which the tahsildar or tlie District Officer should 
take of the numbers submitted to him is very vaguely defined.· 
1 t i:- l·rouable that he does not attempt to take an arithmetical 
aYeragr:>, but simply chooses that which is given most frequently 
(tedmical.ly the mode) or ignores the figures and gives a number 
on !tis own judgment.2 

If the village accountant's bias can be corrected by his superior 
ofl!ccr and the yield stated with reasonable confidence to the 
J1t'arL·~t anna for ea.ch village, then the arithmetic average of these 
statements would haYe high precision.3 Greater security· would 
lk' obtained by w·eighting the average, that is applying the anna 
c~tinHllc to the wwn areas in each village separately, and this is 
Jlroba bl y worth the trouble, eYen though on purely theoretical 
con~idcrations the increased precision is very slight. At this stage 
the anna method Ehonld Le translated into a percentage and three 
figures {:iwn, c..g., ()\:)'1 per cent. of standard for the tahsil. To 

1 Jf the fact was am·wht-t•e betwt-en 7 to 9 annas it would pre
sumaLJy be given as 8. • 

2 X0ne 0f the offirials to whom wE- spoke wa~ ahle to define hi~ 
pro<"<>dure in this resped. 

~ Tf th.,re wo>r!' !\00 villa;u'l iu a tah~il. the average of (•arb villafle 
would bo as likely as not to be rorrert to l anna and of the 000 to 
1 'E~O anna. 
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£tate this to the nearest even anna would make it 12 annas out of 
16, or 8 annas out of 12, and introduce a delioerate mistake.l 

T~e only justificatio;n for !lot taking averages in such a way is if 
the v1llage a<:countant s eshmate must be completely discarded. 
If this is necessary then a determined effort ehould be made. to 
<lbtain an estimate for each tahsil to the nearest anna. This 
applied to the area sown tahsil by tahsil would (if areas and 
standard were correct) give results of very fair precision.2 

Xo process of averaging, however, can remove a general bias, 
and it is not worth while to apply any refined process to areas (be 
they 'tillages, circles, tahsils or districts) unless the bias has been 
remo\ed and the correctness of the integral anna statement can 
be accepted. 

It is futile to improYe any one of the three factors to a gTeater 
precision than the other two have, so far as the total harvest is 
concerned. But since the seasonal factor is used independently 
d the "standard" its accuracy is of importance, even if the other 
factors are erroneous. 

Standard yield.-In most cases the standard yields are ba~ed on 
estimates of old date and of doubtful validity and are occasional!\·_ 
and locally modified by crop-cutting experiments. The definition 
of standard invoh·es a very loose definition of averaging.3 To 
obtain a standard for so large an area as a district in any case 
presents another \ery difficult problem in averaging over numerous 
Yillage areas. · \Ye have evidence that the standard is infrequently 
modified, and that when new data compel a change, it is made 

1 In one of the patwari's books we saw the nature of the crop was 
shown for each field together with the presumed annawari yield, and 
the area sown was stated with close accuracy. If an unweighted 
a•era"'e was used of these statements, and if each was to the nearest 
even ~nna, the results for the village would have high precision, and 
the result for the tahsil and still more for this district would be as 
accurate as required. 

2 In the Punjab there are 116 tahsils. The average of these, each 
to the llParest anna, would be as likely as not to be correct within 
()'2 per. cent., and could be trusted (w far as this factor is con
cerned) to 1 per cent. 

3 The normal or average cro11 i~ "that crop which past experience 
has shown to be the most generally recurring crop in a series of years; 
the t:-pical crop of the local area; the crop which the cultivator has 
a right (as it were) to expect and with which he i.s. (or shou~d be) 

. content while if he gets more he bas rea~on to reJoice, and If less 
he has' reaso'l to complain. 'Briefly, it is stated to be .... th'l average 
yield on average soil in a year of average character'. This normal or 
avera<J'e vield will not necessarily correspond with the average of a 
series" of years' figures, which is indeed an arithmt>tical abstraction" 
and mav possibly never occur. (From "Estimates of Area and Yield", 
1931-:n • pa"'t> 44 • the wording is the same as in a circular dated 1597.) 
It app'ears"' fro~ this very confusPd wording that the "mode" of a 
series of years is the aYerage intended. 
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on a. "conservative" basis, that is the modification is IDD&ller tha.n 
the evidence suggests. The changes thut1 made are prima.rily due 
to irrigation and other improvements in the water supply or land. 

Somehow the village accountant, the tahsildar, or the District 
Officer has to relate his impression of the crops over a. wide area 
with this vaguely defined standard a.nd to state his results in the 
a.nna notation. It is evident that, even if there were no bias to 
ovor- <•r under-statement, the result must be imperfectly informed 
guess work. It is certAinly prudent to state the totals in units 
as large as 1,000 tons, as is the custom in the official publi
eations.l 

lmp1'oved seed.-From the enquiries we have made we have 
formed the opinion that the effect of sowing improved qualities of 
seed on output is only shown in the figures partially or not a.t all. 
It is believed that an improved crop is not compared with a sta.ndard 
yield of a hypothetical unimproved crop as it should be for com
parisons with years before the improvement, but with what the 
better seed would produce in an average year. It is thus probable 
that the increase that is known to have taken pl81ce from the 
records of areas sown with selected seed is very imperfectly shown 
in the figures. This may be the cause of the excess of the yield 
Ehown by recent crop-cutting experiments over the standard. The 
uncertainty . from this cause makes it impossible to aecerta.in 
whether the quantity of food produc:M is keeping pace with the 
population. Improvement in quality as distinct from quantity 
cannot generally be shown in the yield statistics, and is probably 
not sufficiently taken into tcount in unofficial estimates of the 
•alue of agricultural produc based on price statistics . 

. 4 n alternatit•e rnethod.-Our direct investigations have sug
gested that while the estimate in annas is ingrained in a 
considerable part of India, the alternative method of estimating 
iu maunds per bigha, bushels per ltcre or similar units ·is fairly 
"·idely understood. In fad in the Punjab we found that the 
estimates were first named as maunds per a.cre and then trans
formed to annas by faulty arithmetic applied to a. hypothetic&l 
!'ltandard. Tf the dire'ct method were introduced, dependence on 
tht st:>ndnrd would be completely avoided. Since the areas, the 
only other fa.('t.or involved, are or can be known with very fair 
uc<'uraey; ·attention should be concentrated on removing or 
correcting bias in this estimate. This involveB inspection in 
considerable detail of the fieldR with knowledge of the village 

1 ThE' sta.tf'ment tb&t the yield of rit'lf:' in India in 1931-3! was 
33,052,000 tone.. however, implies an accuracy of one pa.rt in &1,000. 
In 1930-31 the :ti,eld is Riven as 32,19'1,000 tons. Thel!e figures mav be 
sufficient to establish the existence of an increa.ae between 2i ud 3 
per cent. ; but over a longer period thto comparison is much lesa 
tnu1tworthy. 



accountant's estimate, and is worli that is appropriate tc the 
officials of the Agricultural rather than of the Revenue Depart
ment. 

. Th.e ideal system would be to have, as is done for jute, a form 
m wluch the area of ea<:h plot sown is entered, and to give in. a. 
separate column the-estimated number of maunds (or bushels) per 
~mit ::~rea: By multiplication. and addition, the estimated yield 
~or the Tillage wou~d be obtamed. This process would probably 
mvolve too much time and expense. The alternative is to take 
an average yield for the Yillage as a whole; preferably the average 
would he au umwighted arithmetic an•rage (not the mode) of the 
village accountant's separate estima.tes. If by any means an esti
mate for the Yillage, correct to the nearest integer in maunds, 
could be obtained, the process of accmnnlating the resultant figures 
into totals for tahsils and districts would lead to the increased 
precision due to averaging discussed above.l 

In this process all area under cultivation should be included, 
and more sub-division might be obtained in respect to a number 
of land products not included at present as "Principal Crops." 

We recommend that this proposition should be carefully 
examined, and that it should be tested wherever the circumstances 
are faYourable. 

The existing annawari method would have to be continued 
also, at least for the present, so as not to disturb the traditional 
assessment of revenue. But it is of great importance that so far 
as rapidly as possible the Agricultural Departments should have 
an increasing share in constructing the general estimates of yield. 

Education.-Though a proportion of the officials concerned with 
crop forecasts have knowledge of the statistical methods appro
priate to this work, the majority, especially of the lower ranks, 
have no appreciation of the problems involved, and little intere8t 
in the performance of their duties, which are simply routine. \V1~ 
believe that here, as in other spheres of reporting figures, definite 
education in statistics is urgently needed. We suggest that 
wherever any of the appointments are subject to examination nrl 
hoc or to other examinational qualifications, statistics should be 
included as a subject. Only an acquaintance with the more 
elementary ideas of definition, classification, averaging and relative 
precision need be included, and a quite short course of instruction 
·would be sufficient for intelligent persons witn arithmetical ability. 
At the same time the idea of the fundamental importance and 

1 It would he preferable to use weighted averages throughout; 
but little precision would be lost if the simple arithmetic average ?f 
the village returns was taken to one-tenth of a. maund for a tahs1l, 
and the results applied to the sown area in the tahsil to obtain the 
total for the district. 



interest of these crop statistics should be fostered in all ranks,. 
so that real effort may be ma.de to obtain C(lrrect returns, and 
among otLer things the tendency to report no change for fear of 
trouble in answering queries should be eliminated. 

Improvement resulting from education must be gradual, but 
yjyjfication of interest may Oe immediate, and a great deal can be 
done by studying the detailed statistics and applying various 
prcx:e~ses of criticism and verification,1 such as are already advo
('ated hy the more advanced agriculturists. 

Li t:estock .-There is at present a quinquennial Cemm:~ of 
allimals, for which the Board of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 
in InJia and the Advisory Board of the Imperial Council of Agricul
tural Heficar('h have already recommended a wider classification. 
There is little information abont animal products, though some 
detaile<l t:>Jl(jlliries have been made and some general estimates 
exi:-:t. It i" a matter of prolonged and intensive work to determine 
tbe 011tpnt of milk and its products, honey, meat, eggs, hides, 
mJOI, «ilk and bones, and the trade in these products. It is hcped 
that the Hnr~d Survey will provide general estimates on sc>eral 
of these subjects, but more detailed knowledge is very desirable, 
and this would probably beRt be gathered by Provincial Organisa
tions working in conjunction with the Imperial Council of 
AgTICtiltural Research. 

lt ma~· be poRsible to organize the collection of information 
about the fish taken in certain waters or landed in Cf'rtain harboun:. 
Since fish. is in some districts an important constituent (){ diet, 
it i~' desirable to explore these possibilities. 

Culturuul" tcaste.-.\s already stated, the statistics of the 
ab,.;olute amount of land under cultivation are in the main satis
faetory. The same cannot be said of the statistics which purport 
to ~how the extent to ~·hich the potentiall~· culti'rable area is 
actwdl\' l'tilti\'atrd. Ewn if Burma be excluded, and even at the 
peak of prosperity in 1928-29, nearly one fifth of the land of British 
India was returned as "cultnrable waste." It is admittedly 
impos-::ihh, to i!raw a hard and fast line between land which could 
ncur he cnltintted, and land which under some conditions of 
prices, labour-costs and population pressure might be; but it seems 
C'rrtain that n Llrge part of this land is for all practicable purposes 
unculti,·n h!e. It would seem probable also that the criterion of 
('lllti\:l!.ility adnptt>d differs in different areas: thus it is hard to 
belicn' (though we are not in a po-::ition to deny) that natural 
difl\•rcnces alone account for the fact that 27 per cent. of the area 
of the Central Provinces is returned as cultnrable waste. and less 
th:m 2/5 of 1 per cent. of the area of Berar. Admittedly, 

1 Tt appears that the el~>mentary mr·rhod of cnef'king- thP area~ 
reported as sown under ~arious crops with the total area cultiva1 ed 
in eac·h area. is not in general use. 



·moreover, there is great lack of uniformity in the line drawn 
between "culturable waste" and "current fallow". In spite of 
the difficulties we urge that this matter should be examined afresh 
by the authorities concerned, with a >iew to considering whether 
some other classification of uncultivated land-for instance into 
"old and current fallow", "land occupied for public purposes" 
and "other uncultivated land"--would.lend itself to securing more 
informative results. In the last resort we think it would be better 
to abandon the attempt to distinguish between the various kinds 
of uncultivated land than to continue to publish the present figures, 
which, in a country already full of real problems, suggest the 
existence of one which is almost certainly imaginary. 

4. Production. (a) Individ11al Commodities.-It is understood 
that proposals are already being considered for the construction of 
series relating to manufacturing industries. The main difficulty, 
apart from that of obtaining complete data, is the selection of one 
or more exactly definable products, which on the one side give 
definite indications of the activity of an industry, and on the other 
are suitable for combination 1n tL general index of production. 

Thus in textiles measurements are possible of the quantity of 
cotton or jute balea, of deliveries to mills of the bales, of the 
.amount of yarn spun, and of the quantity of tissues woven. 'l'he 
raw cotton should be classified as Indian, Egyptian or American, 
possibly with further subdivision. The yarn should be shown 
separately by counts. and also as spun in India or imported, and 
the fabrics both by length and area, with sub-classification 1\·here 

· possible. The cotton and jute industrie,:.: require all these statis
tics for their own purposes, and their organisations should have 
an imrortant share in their collection and publication. For 
national purposes, however, only one or two should be selected, and 
their choice depends on facilities for obtaining the figures and 
on the closeness of their relation to the ''"hole product of the 
industry. 

The same principles of obtaining all possible and us~fnl ser~es 
for the information of the inc1nstry, and one or two typical senes 
to represent the product of the industry as a whole, apply ito 
all industries. 

In some cases it is only possible to m~a:::nre the_ mw m.ater_ial 
used, bec::mse the finished products are dn·erse, _a net change w1~h 
the progress of invention, so that only the les~ 1mpo~-tant re~am 
uniform and can be accuratelv measured. Th1s apphes especw.lly 
to the manufacture of iron ·and steel products, macbinery and 
motor cars. 

)Iineral output can be treated in the· san;te way as industrial. 
The production of electric PC?wer should be mcluded. 

The statistics so far indicated can be given monthly, quarterly 
anJ annnallv. A considerable number are given in the ?-Ionthly 
Snn ey <,f J3usiness. Conditions. 
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Agricultural production because of its seasonal nature is in a. 
separate category, and the figures relating to it will naturally be 
published in a u.i.fierent form and relate to the harvest year of 
each crop. In view of the want of precision of most of the agri
cultural statistics, it is advisable that they should only be given 
in round numbers. It is suggested that the one or more fore
casts now issued between the statement of the areas sown and 
the estimate of the final yield ought only to be given as rough 
percentages of the prenous years, till their accuracy is improved. 

(b) Comuwdities combined, Index of Inaustrial Production.
\Vhen 011e or more <'uitahle ~;eries have been obtained for each 
industry, tht> next t>tep is to combine them into a single index of 
production. This involves the choice of a particular year in which 
each entry shall be written as 100, and the choice of weights. 
The year slwuld on first principles be the same as that chosen 
for imlex nnrn hers of wholesale prices (see below), but since the 
date recommended for prices is prior to· the initiation of a pro
duction index a compromise is necessary, viz., that where the 
indicrs of production and prices are brought together, the latter 
:olJOuld be expressed as a percentage of it~ leYel at the date when 
the general production iwlex js initiated. If price index num
bers are constructed on :t geometric mean this process involves no 
<1ifficulty or ambiguity. Reasonably accurate , ... eights can only 
he obtained from a Censns of Industrial and ::\lineral Production. 
If it is (1rcit1ed not to take this Census, then very rough weights 
em be detluced from existing statistics, and it may be worth 
\l·hile to construct an index, if it could be given in such a way 
a,:; to aYoid its use as a precise measurement. If, however, the 
Census of Prodnction is to be taken, it will be best to postpone 
the initiation of an iwlex of prmluction till its results are aYail
able, so as to avoid the confusion that would result from the 
existence of hm numbers. one more reliable than the other. 

The combination of an industrial "·ith an agTicultural index 
is. not recommended for India, if only because the latter would 
out"·eigh the former so greatly. It is recommenaed that no 
;.;<:>JH?ral index number of ng-riculture be compiled till the essential 
ftati~tics haYe been greatly improYed. · 

Thr construction of an Index of Production should follow the 
method~ of the British Board of Trade, which have been ex
plained by ::\Ir. Flux in \arious papers read to the no,al Statis-
tical Society. · . 

. i. I n','n. (i). 1rlwlu,n!c viccs.-Tbe Indian Trade Journal 
fl!hl lmrt)],·ial pnblicntions appe:U' to give all practicable informa
tiOn nhout the detail of mowment of wholesale prices in the larrrer 
town~. :.;n,l it is then:· for,, cnh· necessary to consider the for~ a
t ion nf ;:;·encr:!l index nnmbers.l 

. , : ~''ll<P c·.~>r.<i,l.:r:Hi<>n i" ;::iYt?n to whc·lf'-.'11e pric-es in smaller markets 
I •t'J•i\"f". 



T.he main ?ses of index numbers of wholesale prices are in 
relation to natwnal, not ~o local, economic problems, and for the· 
study of general tendenc1es. They are considered in relation to 
the m?vement of ?ur~ency, exchange, of wholesale prices in other 
~ountnes, and of 1!ld1ces of production, wages, retail prices, etc., 
i~ac~ country. Further, they form one of the most important 

/rnd~catwns of the general movement of the trade cycle through it:=: 
vanous phases. · 

It is very do~btful whether any good purpose is being served 
by the constructwn of local wholesale price index numbers for 
Calcutta, Bombay, etc., and we llo not propose to discuss them. 

The existing general index number of wholesale prices in 
India is undoubtedly unsuitable for its purpose. The figures are 
expressed as percentnges of the year 1873, the list of commodities 
has not been revised since 18891 (so far as we could ascertain) 
and includes indigo and other commodities no longer of import
ance, and it is unweighted. It is similar in its constitution· to 
the old British Board of Trade index number, which was discard
ed, because of its imperfections, about 19:30. \Ve strongly recom
mend that a new index number should be constructed at once on 
the model of that of the Board of Trade. The distinction between 
prices of Imported and Exported goods (which we discuss below) 
should be dropped and replaced by categories similar to those in 
Great Britain (Food, and Not-Food, with sub-division into· 
Cereals, etc., in the first, and ·"Minerals, Textiles, etc., in the 
second) . 'Ye recommend the adoption of the geometric mean a~ 
in Great Britain. especially because it allows automatic ehange 
of the date at which it is equated to 100, which will be necessary 
for compari~on with other index numbers when they are consti
tuted.2 

It is suocrested that in the first instance the year 1926 or 1927 
should be ~hosen for equation to 100. The main fall of prices 
from the maximum in 1920 was finished by Hl23 or 1924, and the 
vear 1924 bas been selected in some cases in other countries. 
'But the rupee exchange on London did not settle down .till ~9261 
and this is prima facie a good d3;te to select. Enghsh md~x 
numbers howewr were disturbed bv the effects of the coal drs
pute in i926, and' this would lead u.s to recommend 1927. The 
choice of the exact year in this period should be carefully con
sidered. . 

It is belieYed that a sufficient number of accurate statistics of 
prices can be carried back to 1926 an~ earlier to all?w th.e con
structi,,n of an index from that date, but some mampulatwn and 
approximation may be necessary. 

1 Except for slight alterations in the choice of quotations. E~tr!es 
for Kerosene Oil and Coal first appear in 1888 and 1889 respectn·e1y. 

~ The methnd of adjustinp; arithmetic numbers by simJ?le propor~ 
tion to a new base year is liable to introduce errors wh1ch may be
important. 
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The clJOic:e of Reries presents difficulty. \Vhen a Census of 
Production is completed, a nuwher of entries for each kind of com
JDIHlit_\' can be chof;en m proportion to its importance in the 
JJ:,tional ecr,nom\ as wns done in Great Britain, and tlle want 
1l ~~recision in the Indi·m ngricultural F-tntistics would not in this 
C'Oillledion ll:ne Rerious efl'ec:ts. But we consider that the ren
<-irm :mJ re-ba;;in;:r and broa.Jening of this number is so urgent, 
tlwt "·e recornmcnd tbat the \Yei;~"l"liing (in this case nccomplished 
b~· choo~>ing the nunJber of r,.eries in each class of COlll~noJity) 
slwu!U be done on the basis of existing statistics.1 In spite of 
1 I 1e inC"oJJvcnirnce of haYing- hYO F:enes in enstence, the con:;;.titu
tion of the in(lex bhonld be modified when the Census of Pro
d:H"tilm if: completed; it is unlikely that the change" in t1H:' index 
,._·,mid l>e at all comjdcrable. 

\Ye l~:~Ye reeomrnendeu that the ~;eparation into Irnportetl and 
Exported articles f'hould be giYen up. l\fuch better iig-nre;; are 
anilal,IC' for the pmpof'e of comparing- the avernge rrice" of im
port!'> and exports in the "RPYiew of the Traile of India" for 
Hl:3:2-:S:3, pa;;e 17, and in the "::'lfonthly SmTey of Business Condi
tionR." Tbnng!J such figures can neYer be exact, basecl as they 
are oll awrage prices N•mputed from declare<l values' and not 
<·m·ering all articles traded, ~·et theY do indicate the relati\·e JJIOYC
ments of llllport and ix:port price::;, the kno"·ledge of "·hich is 
inq10rtant. Hm\ far the'." difl'er from thfl index numbers of 
'Impnrted' and 'Exported' articles as no"· published i;; shown in 
t bt> follo\Ying table : 

I Imports. Experts. 

'\ From Rt"· I 
view of I 

'I Trllde of I India. 1 

-··-···--··-··-··-··----- -----; 
1913 m·lflJa.u • . I 100 I 

l!I~.J. or 1D2.J.·2:-, ·1 1so I 

1928 nr 192'-2!1 . 
1 

13:! 

El<'\"en From Tie- I Twl'nt.v-ei~ht Vii'W of 
'lmport~d TrailP of 'Exported 
articlt>s.' India. I articles.' 

-----
}tit) t 100 I 1ft)! 

lS~, I::i1 145 

Uti 127 12" 

l ~1:10 or H•:'O-:~ 1 , ! ] 115 l:H 9.J. ll::i 
I 

·I Jl;j ~8 &1 

The 'lmJ~ortetl' aut! 'Exported' prices are market prices at 
Calcutta, Bombay. etc., and are not directly comparable with the 

1 In d1nosin.!:!: the weight for agril·ultural products the part of each 
prnduct 1.\ hi..:h is t:unsumt•d by the j:(rower. etc., wi~hout .taking part 
1 n a (·ash trausadwn, ~hould bt> -:-xduded from cons1derat10n. 

~ (ll,tainf'<l l.y proportion from thE' ~eries which are basl'd on the 
~t·ar l'-73. 
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average.;; f.o.b. and c.i.i. which form the basis of the oth
1
;
1
-

columns. 

:Jiarket ~:holesale prices of agricultural produce are reported 
at frequent mtervals for many smaller to~·ns in each pro,ince. 
'\Ve ha>e not had the opportunity of examinin<>" the method of 
r~cord_. but we think attention shonlJ be giYen ~o exact descrip~ 
hon of the gnde, and the statem~nts should be. f~r particular days 
and not a>eraged over a penod.l The d1shnction between 
w_holesale pri~es _for . smal! lot~ and ret~il prices is not very clear. 
Smce the nnat10n m pnces Is taken mto consideration in modi
fy~g land re\"enue, it is important that the prices should be de
finite. For most purposes. however, careful reports from a limited 
number of markets are all that are required. 

(ii) Reta:l prices. (a) Separate commoditie.s.-lt is known 
t~at. retail . prices vary great!? from village to village and even 
within a oty, and that there are many grades with the same 
general name which command different prices. 

For example there were published in 1914 the prices of rice in 
190 places scattered through India, Yr.rying- from Rs. -1 to o>er 

! Rs. 8 per, maund. The Pro,incial and State a>erages varied from 
Rs. 4-9-0 in the Central Provinces anCl Berar to Rs. 6-7-0 in 
~Iysore. Similarly in the statement of ret;lil prices of common 
rice stated in the Statistical Abstract fof' 1931. the price varied 
from Rs. 3-0-0 1n Midnapur (Bengal) to Rs. 8-0-0 in Delhi. 

These great variations alone ·make it very important to secure 
comparability by ascertaining prices at the same places year by 
year for the purpose of averaging. 

It is e-.en more necessary to make ee1iain that the same gTade 
and condition of each commodity is priced in each record for each 
place. Tlie returns appear to be made in the market towns ju 
a perfunctory manner, and there is no sec~ty that they are com
parable from time to time and place to place. 

The collection of these prices at Tery frequent intervals at a 
!ITeat number of recordin"" stations seems to be unneces:::ary, and 
the !ITeat multitude of r;turns makes supenision very difficult 
and it is probably ineffecth-e. We may refer to the admirable 
Report of the Statistical Enquiry Commit tee ( GoYernment of 
Madras, Re>enue Department, G. 0. Ko. 1000, 11th ~Iay, 1932), 
in paragraphs 8 to 21 of which these subjects are discussed. We 
mav recommend that instead of a double system of weekly and 

' monthly reports, the prices should be ascert~il~ed on one day on~ 
·in each month (as is the custom of the :\Im1str:- of I.;abour m 

t Supplement to the Calcutta Ga:ette, Dec~mber .1-l. 1933. page 
1715-"Raw jute (weighted a>erage) at Sansaban Rs. 3-14-0 to 
Rs. 2-H-O" is not a satisfactory statement . 

• \ clear distinction ought to be borne in mind bet.ween t~e price 
a.t which goods are bought in the market and the priCI' reCI'l>ed br_ 
the culti-.ator, who may have to pay market co~t~ and the cost of 
con>eying thf' goods to the market. 
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England) fmm a relati\·ely small num6er of to\\nsl of various. 
bizes in each province. .Xot only should the grade and place,. 
fihop or lllarket be rigidly defined and adhered to, but also the 
nature c;f the transaction (method of sale •. unit of account, etc.) 
that is tile :"ubjec.:t of report shonlcl be unchanged from month to 
rwJllth. EYen the titHe of day should not be nried. 

Tbe collection of retail prices in large towns presents different 
problems, hecau:::e of the variation from shop to shop and district 
to district and tile multiplicity of shops. The practice of Bombay 
nnrl .\Lnw11alwrl mav he con1mended; there \Ye understand that 
the ::~scertainment of prices is org;wiseu by the Labour Commis
sioners and tlwt all necessary care is taken to ensure comparability. 

\Vbcn the fundamental statistics of retail prices are brought 
to <L sufficient degree of accuracy, it may be considr~red whether 
series of the price movements of separate commodities should be 
computed fur the several provinces, and perhaps for India as a 
whole, showing-, not the average of actual prices, but the average 
variatiOn of prices, expressed as percentages of the level at the 
date at \Vhich 100 is taken for 'vholesale prices. A general view 
of the relative movements of the retail prices of different commo
dities has its uses. The Yalidit~r of averaging the variations in 
dillerent places uepends in this caFe on their. not being very differ
ellt from each other. Vve might hesitate to average the price
changes of ric·e between 1914 and 1931 \\·hen at Salem it fell from 
Tis. 7·1 to Tis. 5· 4 and at Xhmedabad it rose from Rs. 6'2 to 
Hs. G·7. If ~nemging is justlfie1l, it is not necessary here to. 
introduce weights. 

(o) Gellcral lllde.c llUli!IJcr of retail prices.-For some purposes 
(see Chapter Y, Section 6) it is of importance to compare the 
general movements of wholesale prices with those of retail prices, 
of wag\'s. and other series, apart from the rather different objects 
attained by measuring the cost of living, or comparing the changes 
of the wholesale pdce of one commodity with its retail price. It 
is not recommended that such index numbers should be com
puted for separate proYinces, but that data should be accumulated 
for India, as :t whole. The index numbers for f.eparate commo
dities Jiscussed in the last paragraph must first be set on a firm 
ba,:is. For their combination weighting is to be recommended, 
and it will be necessarY to make careful estimates of the relative 
importance of the con:imodities in the personal Epending of the· 
inlwbit:~nts of India ( exclut1ing ag-ain consumption not on a cash 
ha>'is). Since it is probable thnt the various prices will show 
divergent movtmeds. the weighting must be reasonably precise. 

Since the f-eries of prices of commodities can only include 
articles which are exactlv definable and do not change in their 
qualities excert oYer long periods, the composite index will relate 
------- -·- .,_ ----··-------------------

1 If the Revenue authorities need reports from a larger number 
eof towns, tht>~e ~honld no donht be collected, but should not be used 
f·)r averaging. 
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-'Qnly to ~ood, fuel.and the simple1: kin.d::; ?f clothing. In relation 
to the ~bolesale mdex number, 1t "'Ill mdtcate the effect of the 
c?st. of m~rchanting, but haraly at all that of manufacture. This 
difficulty 1s encountered in all countries. 

. \V e do ~1o~ think that this index number should be initiated 
hll. the pr~hmmary steps of improvement of the data haYe been 
·8at1sfactonly taken. . 

(c) Co:st of Licing 1/l(le.r.-Here, on the other hand, "·e do not 
recom~end an all-I~1dia. number, which might be "Tangly applied 
~o prov~1ces for wlu~h 1~ \Yns not representati.-e ; nor l1u "·e think 
1t. practicable or adnsable at present to attempt a calculation for 
VIllages, where much of the consumption is not on a ca:sh basis. 
and "·here there is. considerable local Yariation. J3ut ,,.e think 
thtLt. the measurement of changes in the cost of livmg is illlport
ant lll those large towns ":here a consilkrahle part or tlte "·age
pay~ents are on a cash ba,;;1s: in order that public opinion nw~· he 
well-mformed when the ments of a ~-age-l1i:-nnte tum en the ex
pense of living. As is the present practice in 'rnclia sepatate index 
numbers should be made for ench to"·n, antl tbt>Y :-hon\,l not 1w 
averaged together. · 

Yerv satisfactorv numbers exist. ulreadv for Ahmedabad 
Shobpti'r, Nagpur Ul;j ::;ome other towns, and' tlwt for Bomba:- i~ 
about to be revised in an adequate '"ay. To form tlte~e m:mber~ 
it i::; necessary to hnse- a group of aecnrate bmlgets. eowri11g the 
expenditure on necessaries of the working-class. rrhe number of 
budgets need not be large, unless the di-vergence of expenditure 
among them is unexpected!~· great. It is important. ho\Yewr. 
to get good weights to apply to the categoriC's of foc.d. dothin;r. 
fuel and rent separately. The resulting iill1ex l"hO\\'S the change 
in the expense of maintaining a lkfinecl standard of Ji,-ilig. ;.;o f<lr 
as ordinarv necessaries are concernelL for a famil,v "·hose income 
is near that of the average of those· fl om whom 'the bm1gets arc 
obtained. It has not been found practicable to make separate 
index numfiers for different classes of income in other countries. 

It is, however, a question whether the nm.n)Jel'S ~nght nnt to 
be computed separately for different co~mnmt_Ies, smce for ex
ample, the cost of a diet in which meat 1_s :m_ 1mport,nt ekment 
rnav move difierentlv from that of one wlm·h '" mo~tly cmnposell 
of !rrains. In Madras it has been held that the vari:~.tion might 
be important, but in Bombay aml Ahmedabad the contrary opinion 

was expressed. 
The attempt to obtain a separate numb~r for salaried persons 

under, say, Rs. 100 a month is wort_h makm? ; but. so Lu as '\Ve 

know. success in this has not yet been ach1e-r.:d m Europe or 

America. 
The cautions given above in regard to retail prices apply here. 

'rhe prices month after month, must be of accurately define.d 

1
p

1
alities b~ught under similar circumstances. In ~ agpnr anll 
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Bombay actual Fpecimens of the qualities included are kept at 
the headquarters, a practice to be commended. 

G. Wages.-There are three categories under which wage 
statistics may suitably be collected in India. A. Factories and 
Mines; B. Other Urban Occupations; C. Rural Occupations. 

A. There is no reason in the nature of things why wages 
Ebould not be recorded for factories coming under the operation of 
the Factories Acts, as they are for mines, etc. by the Chief In
spector of :\fines. Especially where industries are protected by 
tarifl'fl or receiYe goYernment assistance in any form; there woulJ 
be 110 cause of complaint, if wage-rates and other information re
lating to the cost of production were required. \Ve have not, 
howeYer, been able to find any recent general statistics, except 
thof'e relating to Cotton in the Bombay Presidency up to 1930 and 
Jute in HJ:28, but we understand that the Bombay Lahour Office 
is taking Hteps to collect further information for 19:34 (permanent 
factoriefi) and 1935 (seasonal fad.ories), and it is instrurted to 
make an inveRtigation into wages in cotton factories from the be
ginning of 19:26 1.1p to the present date. 

We have already recommended that the total wage-bill should 
be recorded in a Census of Production, but this will not give suffi
cient detail and will not Le repeated annually . 

. \ di~tin<:tion ought to be drawn in all "·age-statements between 
rates paid for a given time (e.g., day, shift, week or month) or 
giwn taRk, and earnings which are affected by intermittency of 
work. The former must be knovm for the compilation of any 
indt'X number of wages. The latter, when it is obtained by 
diYi<ling the total paid in wages by the average number employed, 
is us~fur in relation to the labour-cost of output and some other 
pmpo~s. It does not seem poRsible in India to obtain informa
tion on nny large sc<ile on the other aspect of earnings, namely 
the amount receiYed bv individuals in a week or month or -rear, 
8inct' there are rapid ch'anges in personnel and no individual record 
is kept b? the pay-m:1ster. 

\Ye reeommend that a schedule be drawn up in sufficient detail 
of (l(·::t.pations for each factory industry, that as soon as possible
the cu~tomnry wages paid in .each distrietl should be ascertained,· 
n n.l that in fnt nre a record should be kept of all changes in 
the~~~ rates. This task naturallv falls to a Labour Office or De
partment in each proYince, ana· the establishment of suc-h Office 
in e~(·h proYince where factories are numerous is a necessity if 
a(l('qnate information about wages is to be obtained. In this 
matter Bomba~· has set a good example. Statistics for earnings 

1 ThPre are, we are told, <·onsiderable variations, for which no ex
pl:tllatinn is !!iven t>xrept ru~tom, hetwet-n mills in the &an~!' di"trict, 
hnth in th~> cotton and jutt> industries. In such cases mort' than one 
ratt> must be quoted, but in figures over a period comparability must 
lw presen-ed. Anonymity of the mills is, of com se, llc"t:'t-ssary in 
JlllL!ication. 
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in mines are already published annually. We think that they 
should be supplemented by statements of wage-rates, as we re
commend for factories. 

The Railway Statistics already include the total cost of the 
staff and the total number employed. No doubt a statement could 
be made of the rates for the various grades iri different districts 
and changes in these rates could be recorded. ' 

B. Very little attention has been hitherto paid to the rates of 
wages of the very numerous classes of men who work outside the 
factories in the towns, such as builders, municipal employees, arti
sans, por~ers a~d u;nskilled labou~ers .. The system, described be
low, .apphes pnmar~ly to occupatiOns m the country, and is quite 
unsmted for recordmg wage-rates in large towns. The Urban 
Survey that we have recommended would provide some material, 
but the main work is appropriate to Labour Offices, and careful 
definition and exploration of the ground will be necessary before 
serial figures can be obtained. As with prices, exact definition 
and comparability are tJssential ; c~sual and amateur observations 
are useless. · 

C. The only general and continuous records of wages are the 
returns made to or by the Revenue Officers of customary wages 
of ploughmen, ordinary agricultural labourers, artisans, etc., 
in villages and towns in each district. For towns, except the 
smallest, the range of occupations induded is too small. The 
material for villages is in some cases too indefinite (as when the 
rate is said to be from 4 to 8 annas a day), but this fault can 
be remedied as soon as serious attention is given to the compil~
tion of the returns. The difficulty of using these figures for ob
taining any comprehensive view of the general movement of rural 
wages lies in the very great number of separate returns and in 
the great inequality of wage-rates between villages in the same 
Province. Thus in the Punjab in 1932 returns of agricultural 
labourers' wages were obtained from 1,949 "i1lages; the rates 
varied from 2 annas to 13 annas per diem, a quarter of them 
were 4 annas or less, a quarter 6 annas or more. In Madras at 
an earlier date we have 25 district averages based on 142 !:eturns 
for ploughman's wag-es. The average of cash wages ranged from 
Rs. 4-3-0 to Rs. 7 J0-01 per month. There is the furt~er c?m
plexity that a considerable proportion of the wages are m kmd, 
which has to be valued before comparisons can be made. 

Under these circumstance!'! it appears to be best to select a 
quite small number of villages in each district, preferably w:here 
a wholly cash rate is paid, and very few separate occupatwn~, 
and to take care that in each successive record the wages are pa1d 
for the same work and are strictly comparable. The unweighted 
averacre of tnese rates for each occupation would probably be ade
quate0 to show the general movement ~ a Pro~nce. Sine~ the 
relative numbers of village wage-eamers m the d1fferent Provmces 

1 Excluding an isolated case of Rs. 10. 
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are not sufficiently known, at· present at least it is inadvisable tu. 
!itate flgures for India as a whole. 

Judex nwnbers.-Few countries have yet amassed sufficient 
data for the construction of an adequate and general index num
ber of wage changes, and we think that a great deal of construe. 
tive work is necessary before one is attempted either for India. 
as a whole or for the Provinces. Experiments, however, might 
be made in the construction of separate index numbers under A., 
D. and perhap;:; C. Ur.der A. there is the diffi.c•tlty of weighting 
from the fact that the Cotton and Jute Industries greatly out
number the others. For B. the procedure is mo~·e simple, especi
ally if it is found that the changes for separate occupations and 
in different towns are nearly proportional to each other. For C. 
ignorance of the numbers of per!'lons employed on a cash basis of 
payment, and the great variation in the rates, may not improbably 
prevent the formation of a valid index. 

For geneml purposes of comparing wage movements with those 
of wholesale prices ;md of foreign exchanges, it may be suffi.cioot 
to have index numbers for A. and for B. For the particular pur-· 
pose of comparing wage changes with the Cost of Living, it is not 
generally necessary to have composite index: numbers, nor are they 
needed for study of the relative changes in the same occupation 
in diO'erent districts. 

We may add that there appears to have been no general in
vestigation on salaries of clerks and others. Some information 
shonfd be gleaned from the TJrban Surveys, and there should be 
no serious di1liculty in aRsembling data from Public authorities, 
Railways and large· merchanting houses on the subject, so that 
at least a general knowledge about important sections of this group 
might become available. 

7. Unemployment.-It is not possible to 'obtain any adequate 
st:ttistics of unemployment unless there is an Unemployment In
snrance Scheme or other means of registration complete for places 
0r occupations, such as is some times provided by Trade Unions. 
Few countries, in fact, have any satisfactory record, and the wild
c~t t>Rtimates have been current, for example, in the United States 
nf .\merica. In India it is not at present practicable to organize 
:my genernl statistics ewn in the to'\\l1s. 

RL1ti~tics of emplo~·ment, on the otlter band. are alreadv avail
nhle in Factories and Mines, and Yariations in employment 
:1re fairl:v closeJ~r related in>ersely with those in unemployment. 
'V<" think that e>erv effort should be maCle to extend these £~ures 
in s(·0pe. nnd pnbl1sh them monthly. The reports might be de
wlt,nt'd to include all factories, mines, railwaYs and go.-ernment 
:m,l.mnnirip:11 emplo:·ee<:. . 

.\" mnnthh· returns nre instituted the seasonal mo\ements 
~lwnld he studied, so that the causes of changes from month to 
1nonth c:1.n he cla~sed as sroc;onal or abnormal. 
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The allied problem of labour-turnover in factories is important, 
but presents special difiicnlties in India. It is to be hoped that 
intensive studies may be made on. the continuity of employment 
and the frequency of changes, wherever the material for them is 
available. Statistics of absenteeism, such as is published in the 
Bombay Labour Gazette, together with statistics of employment, 
throw some light on the question. · 

There seems to be no possibility of measuring unemployment 
in villages or in the small trades in the towns. 

8. Profits.-.\ study of the variation of profits is of great 
importance in the analysis of trade cycles, and the determination 
of the pha8e of the cycle in which a country stands. 

The Economist had published in London for many years quar
terly analyses of the net profits of joint-stock undertakings, and in 
19321 initiated an index number of profits dating from 1923. In 
the same year Sir Josiah Stamp gave the results of an independent 
;;;t\Jdy in his Presidential Address to the Royal Statistical Society, 
June 21st, 19322• A careful stndy of these methods and of their 
applicability to India is expedient before a series is introduced 
there ; but the material exists for its compilation. The question 
whether it is better to construct a general index number for all 
inrlustries, or only to give two or more indexes for different groupr., 
such as Textiles, 1\Iining, etc., will need consideration. 

The statistics of Joint StocJ~ Companies in British India and in 
some States shmv that there ,,·ere .),830 joint stock co1npanic::: at 
\\Wk in India (indudin~ the States mentioned) during the fiscal 
year 1927-28. Their paid-up Capital amounted to Hs. 2,76"4.3 
crores. The biennial publication of the Department of Commercial 
Intelligence entitled "Large Industrial Establishments in India'' 
(l !1·27) sho\\·s that there \\·ere 7,704 "large" industrial establish
ments in British India and the States in 1927. The areas cover
ed by the two publications are not identical, nor are the periods 
identical. But it is probable that a very large percentage of the 
latter belong to the former. Hence an index of Joint Stock Com
pany profits in India would be a fair index of the profits of large . 
businesses in the country. 

Indian Index Numbers might be constructed on the model of the 
Economist's with a slightl~· different cla>'sification in view of the 
fad that there ::~re very few Indian companies operating over~as. 
The work could be undertaken by a private organisation, e.g., a 
financial parer snch as the Calcutta Capital or Indian Finanrc 
which receiws a fair numher of company reports for publication. 
It i~ ho,vewr, lihl~· tbat the rep<Jrt~ se.nt to these jonrnals are 
mostl~· from companie,: \Yhich are either sitnat~>d in their areaR or 

1 See Er:flnomi.•t, April 23rd, April 30th, l\fay 7th, June 25th, 1!)3:!. 

! R. S. S. Journal, 1932, pp. 658 et seq. 
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wlwtie shares are dealt with in the local stock market. For example, 
there is likely to be a preponderance of jute, coal and tea 
comrJany reports in Calcutta financial papers. Hence an index 
nur111Jer or numbers of profits based upon these reports will not 
be repre;;entative of all-India conditions, and it is not possible to 
re1uove this defect by combining the Calcutta. index number with 
~:iutilar index numbers prepared for companies working 'in other 
fin<l!H.:ial centres, since there are wry few such papers outside 
Calcutta. 

lienee it will be necessary to base the compilation on the reports 
of co111panies submitted annually to the Registrar of Joint Stock 
Companies; and in the nature of the case the work can be under
taken only by the Government. There are, as stated above, more 
than 7,000 companies in operation in lnr1ia, and a sample of 400 
choHen on a satisfactory basis would be representative and bear 
l'uh-division into two or more groups. The base year would be 
located l'omewhere about 1!)2.3-26 or 1026-27, when conditions were 
a~ear normal in the post-war period as can be expected. 

A. Foreign Trade.-The monthly and annual accounts and 
statements of the Sea-Borne Trade of British India, together ·with 
the Annual Review of the Trade of h1dia call for very little com
ment. The~· are on a '\Yell-established basis and in general gh·e 
all the detail that is practicable. We ma~·, however, record some 
suggestions that have been made to us. The Imporis and Exports 
on behalf of the Government are separated from those on Private 
Account, and the former are not giver~ in as much detail as the 
latter. Consequently it is not always possible to ascertain the 
total trade in particular commodities. It might be considered 
whether this difficulty can be rem~died without adding unduly 
to the amount of printing. 

The dassification in detail does not alwa~·s satisfy the desires 
of the representatiYes of Industry, and ts not always comparable 
with that necessitated b.v the tariffs. \Ve recognise the 
llif11eulty of frequent alterations of classification, and the danger of 
lo,;ing comparability between successiYe ~-ears. But the time has 
perhaps arri,·ed '"hen the detail of the classification by commodi
ties might be reconsidered. Comparability is preserYed when the 
('hanges are merely sub-diYisions of the existing categories, or 
tlistingnishing an article which has hitherto been merged in a 
miscellaneous heading. From any revised classification it f"hould 
be posf'ible to provide material for comparison with statistics 
ol•taiJw(1 in the Census of Production (see rp. 15 et seq. above). 

\Ve are informed that there has been no ret·ent revision of the 
(·Ja.;;-;ification of countries under each commodity impOltf'd or ex
portell in the Annual Statement of Sea-Rorne Trade, with the 
comeqnence that countrie-s with which trade is now considerable 
are not always shown separately. while others are named wbich 
ar(' no longer of importance. .-\.n inspection of the volume f'hows 
that there art:~ numerous very small entries of less than Rs. 100. 



B~cons.iderati?n o~ these classifications is recommended, aJways 
w1th the quahficat10n that there should be no loss of comparability 
in cases where the trade is of at all important dimensions. 
Since trade in particular commodities is frequently developed in 
new directions, it is important to sub-divide the "other coun
tries" groups from time to time. 

10. BaHkill(J Statistics.-'Ihe whole presentation of currency 
and banking stat1stics in India will necessarily suffer change with 
the inanQUiation of the Reserre Bank. Section 58 of the Reserve 
Bank .-\.ct gi>es the Bank, with the pre,ious sanction of the 
Go>ernor-General in Council, wide powers of prescribing "the rela
tion of the scheduled banks. "ith the Bank and the returns to be 
submitted by the schedu,led banks to the Banlc'' \Y e hope that 
means will somehow be found to speed up and amplify, both ag 
regards scheduled and non-scheduled banks, the belated and some
what meagre information at present contained in the "Statistical 
Tables relating to Banks in India". 

"T e make one particular suggestion for the consideration of 
the new authorities. It is that once a year-or preferably, in 
'iew of the violent seasonal movement in India, twice a year
the scheduled banks might be required to submit to the Reserve 
Bank, for publication in a single consolidated account, a return 
of their advances, classified so far as possible, not in accordance 
with the type of security taken, but in accordance with the purpose 
for which the adnnce is being used. The following basis of 
classification is tentatively· suggested :-

Advances:-
(1) for growing or "trading in raw produce,-showing 

principal crops sep:uately, 
(ii) for mannfacturing purposes,-P.hO~\ ing principal iudus-

tries separately, 
(iit1 to building and contracting agencies, 
(iv) to transport agencies, 
(r) for trading in secondary products, 
(ri) for trading in secnritieP., 
( dt) for other purposes. 

'Ye are aware that. in India the looseness of the connection be-· 
tween the scheduled banks and the agriculturist, and the tendency 
of :financial interests to extend over a number of industries 
create special diffic'ulties about such a classification, and that the 
omnibus item (ri!), might at first be large. But such informal 
com-ersations as we have had on the matter lead us to hope that 
the general idea is not unwelcome, and that the interest both of 
bankers and their clients might be enlisted in the progressiY~ 
imrrm·ement of the information supplied. I 
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11. i3alance of Payments.-Tbe only information on this sub
jed rublished in India itself i!'l a table in the annual report of the 
Controller of Currency, in which are stated separately the balance 
of trade in private merchandise, the balance of transactions 
and the balance of Government remittance of funds, all other 
items being lumped together under the bead "Total visible' balance 
of accounts." The Government howe>er submits a more 
elaborate return to the League of K ations, which is summarised 
in the latter's annual volume on ''Balances of Payments'', In 
this return the aetna! figures of Government transrtctions, 
separated into current and capital, are recorded. and attempts are 
made to estimate the volume of private payments for interest and 
di,·idends and for other services. Practically no attempt how
ever has bern made for several years to estimate tbe mowment 
of priYfltr capital, even of that part of it which ir; represented by 
the i;:~ue of new securities. 

The difficulties in the way of improving these estimates in any 
country are well known and are at least as formidable in India. 
as else\\ l1ere. K ewrtheless it is to Le hoped that a be7inning 
will be made, and it might well be made with the figures for 
interest and dividends, which are at present calculated on a some
what ancient and mysterious plan, and which may be suspected of 
not Fhowing sufficient variation between good and bad years. It 
might be helpful towards Improving these fignres if use were made 
of 8ir Robert Kindersley's estimates of British investments 
abroad published in recent years in the Economic Journal!, 
which have apparently been fo'!lnd useful for the same purpose by 
the Board of Trade. Some further check might be afforded if the 
income-tax authorities were requested to provide a separate figure 
of the aggregate income of foreign companies assessed for tax ; but 
it would have to be remembered that this does not cover the whole 
field, and also that not all this income is remitted, since some 
of it is re-invested by the oompanies in India and some of it i<J 
paid in dividends to shareholders resident in India. 

If this and the other current figures can be improved, then it 
would be well, if without waiting for improvement in the capital 
fig-ures an estimate of the balance of payments, with all neces
Rarv cautions and reserves, could be published in India,-whe
the·r in the annual report of the Reserve Bank, the annual Re
view of Trade, the Statistical Abstract or all three. The general 
form of the r .. eague of Nations E:tatements. with its separation 
into capital and cmTent account, is so helpful to clear thinking 
on the problems of international exchange that this i?, ~·e th~, 
a case in which it is a mistake to refrain from pubhcahon untll 

\ Sept-ember 1931, June 1932, June 1933; see especially the last 
pagt:-s 200.1. 
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the material is perfect,-which it never can be. Until better in. 
formation about long term private capital movements can be 
secured, it would probably be best to lump together all private 
capital movements into a single balancing 1tem, making it plain 
that into this item all errors and omissions in the other items 
are subsumed. • 



CHAPTER IV. 

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS. 

1. Guide to Current Official Statistirs.-Both with a view to 
reconsideration of the issue of Government publications, and with 
a \'iew to developing their utility to and use by the public, we 
think that an eRsential step is the preparation of a G11ide to 
Current Official Statistics, and its issue annually or at longer 
intervals, on the model, mutatis mutandis, of the publication of 
tlwt title publiRhed in England. The purpose of this Gnide is 
"f]) t\J direct the en11t1irer to cr.ll current official publications that 
contain statistics bearing on his subject; and, more especially, 
(2) to inform him of the nature of the statistics he will find in 
the volume to which he is referred, i.e., their mode of analysis, 
and the time and place to which they refer." Thus it consists of 
two parts, a detailed index of subjects, and a list of publications, 
t!1e tvw being keyed together by a system of serial numbers. The 
firKt issue included the more important publications of the years 
preceding it, while the subsequent issues relate in general to only 
one year. 

It would be imporbnt to include not only the Government of 
India publications, but alRo those of Provinces and Indi&n States, 
either in one or a series of guides. 

The mere task of compiling this guide might perhaps reveal to 
those who undertake it the existence of superfluous or overlapping 
publications, and the possibility of effecting, or suggesting to the 
authorities concerned, economy in printing and concentration of 
the information contained in them. 

2. Annual Summaries.-Besides the Annual Review of the 
Trade of India mentioned in Chapter III, there are two important 
g'l•neral volumes issued annually for the information of the public. 
The scope of the first, the famons "Statement Exhibiting the 
:\fora! and j\faterial Progress and Condition of India" extends far 
be\ond the field of economics, and we ha>e no comments to make 
o~ it. except to acknowledge the help we have received from it 
and to express a doubt whether the attempts to convey com
plieated 8tatistical information in narrative form are as successful 
a;; the re~t of the work. 

The Statistical Abstract is a bulky >olume containing 854 
p:1ges (Tenth issue). It might be considered "ith re1=pect to each 
~oup of tables, whether the detailed information is not sufficiently 
:\('('t'""ible to those interef'ted in the full Report from which these 
table>: are extracted, so that briefer summaries only are needed 
in t llt' .\ h~tract. If. for example, the 210 pages ·and the 214 
p:1;:;es t1t·Yoted to Finance and to Foreil!fl Trade respectively could 
ht• rt>dlll't•d without inconwnience to the public, the '\"olume would 
he li!!hll'ned, and room could be found for short tables relatina tn 

. " 
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statistics not easily accessible and not at present contained in the 
Abstract, such as those of the numhers assessed to Income-tax, 
number of motor vehicles registered, wages in coal mines, and 
series relating to capital discussed below. 'rhe construction of the 
proposed Guide would possibly bring to light other information that 
is not generally known to exist, which might find a place in the 
Abstract. 

Statistical Abstracts generally are really of practical importance 
for reference by those who already know the scope and meaning 
of the tables; but they are used also by others who have no special 
kno\\ledge of the subjects and take the figures at their face value, 
as sho\\n in the brief headings. The practice of giving statistics 
"ithout explanation- in such Year Books or Abstracts is found in 
many countries, but it is not therefore commendable. It might be 
considered "1'\hether it is possible to preface each group of Tables 
with a brief statement showing their origin, the method of collect
ing the statistics, their scope and limitations. In any case refer
ence should be given to the publication from which the figures are 
abstracted where one exists. 

A more radical change wonld be to re-constitute the Abstract 
on the lines of the Year Books of Canada, Australia, New 
Zealand or South Africa, so as to combine a readable account of 
the changes during the year, wi:th summary Tables of all import
ant statistics. The existence of the "Review of the Trade of 
British India", that relating to "Moral and Material Progress" 
and the new "Monthly Survey of Business Conditions" all con
taining informative reading matter perhaps makes such a change 
redundant in India. 

We should like to see a few pages of the Abstract devoted to 
bringing together a number of series designed to throw some light 
on the extent to which the capital wealth of the country is increas
ing (See Chapter II., Section 2). Among the figures we have 
found (some of them already in the Abstract) that are relevant to 
this purpose are the following :-irrigated area ; area under improv
ed varieties of crops1 ; consumption of artificial ~anures2 

; con~ump
tion of iron, steel and cement; imports of machmery; new mileage 

1 The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research have .ki~dly 
supplied the following figures, ~ased partly on recorded d1stnbu· 
tior: of new seed, partly on e.sttmated natural spread. 

Area under improved varieties of crops in British India 
(1,000 acres). 

1921- 1922- 1923- 1924- 1925· 1926· 1927- 1928- 1929- 1930-
'>2. 23. 24. 2.~. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30.• 31.* 

2940 4368 5076 6759 7436 8795 9450 12,418 11,298 12,016 
*Excluding Bombay (except Sind). 

• E.g., Ammonium sulphate available for consumption (produc
tion plus imports minus exports)-tons-

1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 
14,514 29.584 41,468 33,140 2!,07!.' 41,811 



of raih,~av and road; expenditure of m~micipalities on water and 
sanitary 'wc,rks; number of new buildings sanctioned or under 
construction in certain great citiesl, capital expenditure on (a) 
In rlro-rlcctrical. lid (Jther electri"i!.l, nnr!ertakings and for addition to 
iist:Jlled generating capacity.2 Further experience and the results 
of the Census of Production might suggest additions to this list; 
and it wight even be possible, in the course of time, to combine 
RfJltit' of tl1e series into two index numbers of Agricultural Impro>e
mcnt :md Capital Construction, respectively. 

If a reYision of the Abstract is undertaken the general order of 
the groups of Tables would naturally be considered, as was the 
case when the Statistical Abstract for the United Kingdom was 
reYised a few years ago. 

:l. ,i!ontlll!J Publications.-The "'Monthly Survey of Business 
ConditJOn:-" of "·hich tlH' first number appeared in :\[arch, 1034:, 
assembles in very convenient form many groups of statistics of 
immeidate interest and importance. No doubt, as some of our 
propoc;als in Chapter III. take effect, further series, such as are 
aYaiJaJ,Je in similar publications in other countries, will find a. place. 
It is noticeable that no statistics relating to labour are included. As 
in the Stnti~tical Abstract elucidation of the scope and method of 
computation might be of assistance in the use of the Tables, for 
e:xample in reference to the series of Import and Exr;ort Prices 
[Table ITT. (i).] 

It is not necef'"ary to offer comments on the other periodical 
and occasional publications issued Centrally or Provincially. One 
of the most important, that on Sea.Borne Trade is referred to 
in Chapter III. The Labour Gazette published monthly by the 
Labour Office, Government of Bombay, suggests that if other 
Provinces also isssued similar gazettes there is no need for a. central 
pul.liration on Labour, apart from the inclusion of figures in the 
:Monthly Survey and the Annual Abstract . 

. t_ Jfar'h"!'fing of Publications.-We have beard a certain 
mm,lwr of complaints beth about the late appearance of many 
Gon'rnment publications and about the difficulty of the public in 
obtaining them. '\Vith regard to the former, a certain amount of 
deJa~· is inentable in aU countries, and especially in a country of 

1 The Municipality of Bombay publishes the number of applica
tions for erection of new buildin~s (Adlliinistration Report, Hl32·33, 
p. 153); the Municipality of Calcutta., the number of masonry 
building~ Mnetioned and under construction (Administration Report, 
1931-3:'!. Vol. I, App. J, pp. 83 and 87),-unfortunately neither at 
pre~ent gives particulars of value. It is a. mattn for exploration 
whether these and an;y other similar records could by eo-operation 
be reduced to a basis which permits of aggregation. 

2 ~fr. F. L. ~rilnt>, Electrical lmpector to thl! Punjab Govern
mt>nt, bas for some time published biennial lists of ~lectrical under
~akin!-!$ in India; tht- latest supplement. containing information up to 
t ht- yra rs 1931-32, will soon be availa.ble. 
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the size and complicated constittttional structure of India. But 
we hope that the adoption of our recommendations in Chapter I 
about the organisation of statistics will lead to considerable im
pro>ement in this respect. 

\Ye understand that the Central Publication Branch is under
going reorganisation, and we hope that every effort will be made 
to nurse the new demand which may arise with the spread of 
education arid interest in economic matters. We hope too that 
diorts will be made to promote co-operation between the Provinces, 
so as to make it easy in each Province to obtain the publications 
not only of the Central Government but of other Provinces. 

It is very desirable that Government publications should be 
easily accessible to those whose keenness of interest outruns the 
length of their purses. \Ve suggest, therefore for consideration, 
that the discount of 25 per cent. at present allowed to University 
and other authorised libraries might be increased, as in England, 
to 50 per cent. i 



CHAPTER V. 

FORMULATION OF PROBLE~IS. 

1. We must now attempt to indicate the manner in which 
the improved information, which we hope may result from t.he 
changes nnd enquiries which we recommend, may _l?'e of serYice 
in lfu;din;!: polic~, with regard to some of the familiar economic 
problems of India. ' 

.\ country's eeonomic strength ~nd pr?sperity m~y be said to • 
depend, first on the extent an~ f]Uahty of 1ts product!\€ re_sources_; 
secondly, on tlw de;.;we to which t_hese resources are kept m c?n,h
nuous a:<, contrasted with intermittent employment; and tlnroly 
on the de"ree to which the distribution of emplo~·ed resomces 
between different uses and occupation:'~ approaches the best di.-;tri
bution uttain:1hle. 'ro soltW f'Xh-'nt these factor:'~ need i'ep;tr<lte 
notice in reRped of the :;;eyeral type~ of produrtiw resources. 
which may be classified loosely as (a) population, (b) natural 
resources, (c) material capital, (d) organisation. This method of 
approach to the economic problem will form the basiR of the 
o11tline which follows. 

2. Population differs from the other three a~ents of production 
in that while its growth is likely to lead to an increase in the 
totrll national inc·ome, it is also likely under certain conditions to 
lead to a decline in the :J.verage incori;e per head. The population 
h<>R lately been p-owing fast in most parts of the country (10 per 
cent. in British India between Hl21 and 1931), and the evidence 
f'Cl'!ns h ht> that it tPnd~ to ~'1'0\\ up to improYements.effected in 
em·ironment (ns in the C.mal Colonies of the Punjab), so a~ to 
bring· the :;;tnndard of life a,Q'ain d<nm towards the old level. Irn
p~o\ ementfl in public health undoubtedly improve the efficiency 
ol the populatiOn, and tlm~ aug-ment the production of food, 
whicli in turn incr~aRes. efficienc~·· But they also, by keeping 
all\·e pen;ons, especwlly mfants Y"'ho would otherwise have died, 
tend to increa~e population pressure for the future. It is possible 
th 1t en'n the rise in the age of first child-bearing, which is so 
mnr·h to be oe>:irt'd on ,Q'eneral ground~. may. by 'improving the 
health of the mother, lead to an incrt'ase rather than a diminution 
in the nnmber of births per marriage. Thus there are good 
n•amn;; for re,(!arding the problem of population as the !!raYest of, 
India's problems. "" 

At the same time the problem has come recent!, to assume a 
pu_zzling form, o~Ying- to the gre:1t fall in the Ie,el.of agricultural 
J·rin'."'·. A Fupc-_ratiUndance of food-stuffs appears to co-exist with 
<on,l!tJOn!'l makm~ for <~ pres::n~re of population on the means of 
Hih~tstence. It 1s possible to mterpret this situation in differeiJt 
ways. It may be held to indicate that the population problem 
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has become one of occupation rather than of food, and is soluble 
by the development of industries which will draw off from the 
land a surplus population whose presence on it is an actual 
handicap (since it . perpetuates an uneconomic breaking-up 
of property and holdmgs), but who in their new situation will 
furnish a. useful market for agricultural produce. On the other 
hand it may be held that the 'overabundance' of foodstuffs is an 
unreal and temporary abundance; due to the disorganisation of 
trading markets at home and abroad, and that restoration of 
normal trading conditions will reveal that in India at all events 
the population problem is still a problem of wringing sufficient 
subsistence from the soil ; while in any case rapid industrialisation 
might stimulate a greater growth of population than it could 
absorb. 

We return to this problem in the last section of this chapter : 
it is possible that time alone can reveal the answer. In any 
case it seems clear that much more light is needed on the com
parative behaviour of birth and death rates, and still more of 
fertility, among different races, religions and classes, and in dis
tricts differently situated as regards the rapidity of agricultural 
improvement and as regards their exposure to the stimulus of 
industrial development. Such light may assist in guiding opinion 
as to whether or no the various economic and social forces making 
for a reasonable balance between population and production are 
working with sufficient strength. It is for this reason among 
others that we have recommended that the nucleus of the Census 
Organisation be kept permanently in being, and that the public 
health authorities co-operate as far as possible in the projected 
village-surveys. 

3. Since the effective area and fertility of a country's land can 
be-and in India have been-increased by measures of reclama.
tion, forest conservancy, irrigation and so forth, the growth of 
natural resources can conveniently be considered together '"ith 
the growth of material capital. 

. The rate of growth of capital wealth depends primarily on the 
amount of effective saving done by the population and this again 
on the extent to which their income affords them a snrplus over 
necessary consumption, and on their willingness to convert this 
snrplus into productive wealth. In India it is evident that the 
power of the vast mass of the people to save effectively is small, 
and that such power as exists is often not used, the surplus over 
necessary consumption being devoted either to barren expendi. 
ture1 or to the acquisition of forms of wealth which serve as '" 
store of value to the possessor but do not enhance his power of 
earninO' an income. It is true that very great inequalities of 

· wealth
0 

exist, and that this is a factor which in most countries has 
been found favourable to a rapid growth of capital; but it is not 

1 Expenditure on feasts aml thtl so far as it is by 
l'ocial customs which give ne; pleasure to the individual, is to be 
deprecated; it is not necessarily to be condemned merely beeause it 
means taking enjoyment in large doses at intermittent intervals. 
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dear that the rich of India taken as a whole are either sufficiently 
numerous relatively to the 'vhole p~pulation, or su~cien~ly 
immune from habits of large expenditure and of savmg m 
unproductive forms to make it possible, unlfss tbese things are 
altered for the country's wealth per head to grow \ery fast. 
Furthe;, part of the sa,1ngs of the ric~er or more thrift:r sections 
of the population are devot~d to financrng the consumptiOn o~ t?e 
more unfortunate or improVIdent, and therefore do not matenalise 
in income·producing wealth. 

In India the GoYernment has played an important part in organ
ising the gro'\\·tb of wealth, both by borrom~g for expenditure on 
land improvement and other forms of cap1tal development, and 
by current expenditure (o.n the ~emces of tec~cal experts, etc.) 
which has the effect of mcreasmg the productive powers of the 
land, notably through the improvement of the breed of import
ant crops. With the iifficult financial position of recent 
years manv of the 'nation-building' activities have had to be con
·ducted on ·a restricted scale; and the questions arise as to whether 
they can be carried on more intensively in future, and if so how 
they should be financcd.1 Further, the question arises as to 
whether in certain circumstances Government borrowing can 
assist in converting into material wealth savings which would 
otherwise have gone to waste, in particular, in convertin~r India·s 
hu::!e hoard~ of idle go.lJ-..into tangibl~ income-y1eldin~ cap1tar 
situatet! ..... withm her own borders. Obstacles to development arise 
from the fact that some of the traditional sources of public revenue 
have for nrious causes shown inelasticity in recent years; and 
it is likely to become necessary to explore new ones if the develop
ment of the countrv is not to be retarded. For all these reasons 
the problems of Public Finance in India are closelv connected 
with those of the growth of wealth. • 

It is hoped that the group of surveys which we propose, 
toe-ether with the improvements which we sucrcrest in the orcran
i~:~tion of agricultural statistics and certain other minor su,;rres
tions, will help to throw light both on the total income of'tbe 
countr~· and on the relation which it bears to the !ITowth of wealth, 
and will thus furnish material for judrrment as t~ whether wealth 
is growing reasonably fast as compa~ed with population. It is 
lwr·•'~ too tha.t the rural, an? urban surveys may help to protide 
such mformatwn about tne mcomes and r,tandards of life of the 
Y:1riou:; classes of the popul::ltion as is required for a wise distri
JqJtion of the burden of taxation. 

4. The problems of business organisation in India are manv and 
y:;ried, and upon many of them...':..such as the functionincr of the . . . e 
mannp1ng- agency system m mdustry-such general enquiries as 
we propose can naturally throw no lic:rht. So far as azriculture 
!:')(''l. _it if' ter;npting to fin~ a common ~rigin for I:J.any o( its prob
lems m the 1mmeme sooal nlue attachincr bv custom and tradi. 
tion to the mere possession of rights in "'land. This helps to 

1 See also Section 9 below. 



obst.ruc~ the formation o~ rational units both of tenure and of 
cultn·atwn, and thus to mcrease the dependence of the peasant 
on the money-~encler and the middleman. It also tends to in
crease the capital va.lue of land out of reasonable proportion to 
the annual value oP Its produce, ·and thus to encourao·e excessive 
borrowin~. ~erhaps also it helps to account for th~ fact that 
the contnbutwn of the large-landlord class where it exists to 
agricultural organisation and improvement does not seem to have 
been impressive as compared with its rent-roll or with the con
tribution of similar classes in other countries. 

These problems,-the relations of landlord and tenant the 
r~lations of creditor ~nd debtor .• the relations of producer' and 
ID1d~le~an-m~st obvwus.ly .contmue to form the subject of highly 
spec1ahsed studies. But It Is hoped that the Rural Survey which 
we propose mav help to reveal the broad background in which 
they aTe set. By throwing more light on the eultivator's standard 
of life it may help to guide policy in areas in which an aoTarian 
proulem exists. By throwing more light on the various el;ments 
in. the cost of agricultural production it may be of some help 
tmvards disentangling the various elements in the total of agri
cultural debt, and determining how much is of the nature of 
ordinary advances of working capita.l,-sometimes necessarily 
prolonged beyond a single season-and how much is really dead 
and unproductive) By throwing more light on the relation be
tween wholesale market prices and the prices actually received 
by cultivators it may help to afford evidence as to where there 
is most need for improvements· in marketing organisation, aml 
especially as to where there is ·a real prospect of co-operative en
terprise in marketing being able to compete with the middleman 
in cheapness and efficiency, and where there is not. 

5. The influence of the hunger for a link with the land extends 
beyond the field of agriculture; it is partly responsible for the 
generally unorganised condition of industrial labour. At any rate 
in the great centres of Calcutta and Born nay, the t~·pical faetory 
worker -is still to a large extent a villager at heart and is apt to 
disappear for more or less prolonged periods to his remote village 
home. This preservation of contact with the village has advan
tages, espedally in affording him a ~eft~ge in the event of. a failure 
in his own fortunes or those of his mdustry. But h1s return 
under these conditiom rnav not be to the advantage of the vil
lagt-, especially at a time 'of general depression; while it seems 
clear that his 'village-mindedness' makes against the attainment 
of a high degree of industrial efficiency, hinders the growth of 
Trade Unionism and of social insurance and tends to perpetuate 
bad housing and socia 1 conditione:;. Incidentall.v al,;o it hinders 
the compilation of labour statistic-s. since the,;e in all countries 
are the product of labour organisation and legislation. 

1 "~e realise, however, how t-xtremely hard thesf' cii~tinctinns :tn: 
to draw, especially since the fall in prices has led to a further 
confounding of short with long, and productive with consumptive 
indebtedness. 
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Tbe spread of small factory industry through the countryside, 
assisted by the diffusion of electric power, may promote in future 
the growth of a stable industrial population which has not lost 
all contact with the countryside. But the enforcement of dec~nl: 
conditioiiS of labour in such scattered factories presents great 
difficulties of its own. 

It is hoped that the occupational urban surveys which w& 
propose, first in the larger and later in some smaller towns, may 
assist in the further diagnosis of these features of Indian indu~
trial !if e. 

G. We now take up the point that a country's prosperity depend11 
partly on the degree to which its productive resources can oe kept 
continuousl~r in use, instead of being subjected to spells of unem
ployment due to seasonal or other causes. 

The time has gone hy when it could be ~tten: "There is e.., 
yet no 'industrial unemployment problem in India'." 1 "·hat ever 
palliatives the contact with the village may bring, the last few 
years hase shown that neither in great industry nor in small is 
the Indian worker exempt from unemployment due to cyclical 
swings of demand. The question therefore may be raised, 
in India as elsewhere, whether monetary policy can be so 
guided in the future as to preserve a greater measure of stability 
of industrial acth·ity. Such a policy is not necessarily identical 
with a policy directed towards preserving stability of the general 
level of prices, still lef"~ of the wholesale prices of raw staples; 
nevertheless reliable information as to the eourse of the prices 
of Yariou,., groups of prodn~ts, such as is afforded by well-con
structed index numbers, is an essential aid towards its execution. 
In Ind1a, as elsewhere, the further question may be raised wLe~ 
tlwr the resoluteo _ punmit of such a policy is likely to be com
patible in a·ll circumstances with the stability of external exchange 
on any partienlar country or group of countries; and in the event 
of their proYing- incompatible, which is to be preferred. It is 
impo~sihle at the present jm1cture to foresee exactly in what 
for111 the problems of monetary policy will present tbemselYes 
for ~<dution in the coming ~·ears; but in any case India will hav'!'l 
a problem all her own in the nature of the mechanism availabl!'l 
to her for carrying out her polif'v, whate,·er it may be. The Re .. 
sene Rnnk of Ir.dia is likely for some time to be unique both 
:u; rt';!ards the proportion of the banking :lgencies of the country 
which n•main outside its orbit and as regards the dh-er.:;ity of 
tlwse which are in statt<torY rehtion with it. 

Adt>qnate informntiuu about t1le position of the other banks ia 
nc-rJ,,d for the operation of a Resen-e Bank, which is charied with 
tJ,,, d.1t~· of mana~·ing external exchange; while for any wider pur
po~t> of economic gnidanct>, information abont the distribution of 
bankin~ rt>soun·es and about tl1e cour;:;e of production, with special 
reft'l't'nce to the di~tinction between c0nmmable and capital go01is, 
would t:eem to be required. 

1 :\.nrtty: E('onomic Dt>velopment of India, p. 118. 
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_ The question of whether a given currency is "over-valued" or 
. ''under-valued:' at the current rate o~ ex~hange involves making 
some assumptiOn about th~ normal directiOn and extent of capi

. tal ~ovemen~s, and for th1s and other reasons bristles with diffi
culti~s, espec1ally under the present disordered world conditions. 
But mdex number~ of wholesale prices, ~f retail prices and of im

. portant elements 1?. the cost ~f produ?hon, particularly wages, 

. may all play a leptlmate part m the discussion, as may estimates 
of the balance of payments. 

7. ·we turn to a more specifically Indian proolem of unemploy-
. ment,-that of the seasonal unemployment of the cultivator. due 
to the fact that his agricultural operations only extend over a 
part-perhaps on the average about three-quarters-of the 
agricultural year. In some cases this under-employment of 
the man involves also under-employment of the land, 
and t~e problem becomes one of securing greater diversification 
of agr:culture. Bnt Rometimes the land is quietly doing its job, 
or taking essential repose, while the man· is involuntarily idle. 
Much thought and effort has· therefore rightly been spent on de
vising subsidiary occupations to fill his spare time; and questions 
arise as to how far such occup'1tions can be placed on an econo
mic basis, and how far, even when they cannot be made fully 
self-supporting, they are deserving of a certain measure of public 
n1ppnrt both on the economic ground that they are ad(Ung to 
the sum total of economic activity and on the broader ground 
of their social valne. Such occupations fall in~o two niain 
classes,-supplementary emrloyment in local and seasonal fac
tories, and band work at home. With regord to the first, their 
increnc;;e may be expected as part of the general spread of industry 
outside the gn~at urban concentrations, to which allL1sion has 
already been made fSection 5). With regard to the second, the 
complication arises tfiat the part-time worker is in competition 
:wt onlv with the mills but with the whole-time hn,ndicraftsman 
whose tools are at work all the year round ; and in the tex~ile 
industry at all events it seems to be. an unfortun~te . techm~al 
fact that it is precisely that branch of 1t, namely, spmnmg, wh1eh 
lends itself most easily to part-time work which is also th~ branch 
in which handwork in general bas least chance agamst the 
machine. On the other hand the part-time worker has a real 
economic advantacre to set acrainst the continuous employment of 
the millowner's ~achine and the whole-time band-worker's too!. 
-namelv the fact that the overhead costs of his annual subsist
ence and his dc.mestic workshop are l)eing largely me~ out of the 
proceeds of his main occupation of agriculture,_ so that he <;an 
profitably take on work at rates which. would be .unremunerative 
to those who look to a single occupah~n for ~he1r .whole means 
of subsistence. Thus the prospect of h1s keepmg b1s. end up are 
sometimes brighter than they might appear at first s1ght. 

Successive censuses of production should ~eve.al the ~ate of 
growth of factorv industry in the country d1stnct~, _wh1le the 
rural survey should provide information about the eXlstmg volume 
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of some tvpes of cottage industl}· in the village, and furnish a 
background for the intensive study in particular cases of the con
flicting forces mentioned above. 

8. We now reach our last group of problems,--those connected 
with the right distribution of productive resource!' of all kinds 
between different uses and occupations. The most olwionl:l and 
widely canvaf'sed of the,;e problems iR the distribution of resources 
betv:;een production for home consumption and production for 
purposes of excbauge with the products of other lands. 

We purposely put the problem of foreign trade control in this 
form, because this seems to be its most permanent and funda
mental aspect. In recent years, indeed, in India as in other 
countries that are at once debtors and producers of raw materials, 
it has presented itself in the form of a problem of the balance of 
payments,-of providing a sufficient surplus of commodity ex
ports over commodity imports to meet the charges for interest 
on foreign debt and other foreign services without adding to in
debteuness abroad. l3nt behind there lies the more fundamental 
question whether India should aim at the expansion of both ~er 
imports nnd her exports, with a view to the most rapid possible 
growth of the general standard of comfort, or at the contraction 
of both in the pursuit of some other rational purpose, such as the 
attr~inment of greater stability in her economic life. If some 
c·om promi:<e between the hYo ends is sought , as it is by most 
countries at the present day, the problem arises as to whether 
the best results are obtamed by retaining the maximum freedom 
of action in respect of such foreign trade as it is still desired to 
potisest::, in the hope that fluctuations in various markets and 
various sources of supply will to some extent compensate for one 
another, or whether it is better to enter into regional agreements, 
of Yaryin~ de~rees of intimacy, for the mutual expansion of trade, 
on the ground that experience shows that this is a hard world in 
"·hich to try to staud alone. · 

Rta!istics must clearly be t~;::ed i!l the formulation of a policy 
of fnre1gn tratle control, especially m the construction of trade 
ngret:ments. It is perhaps dec;rabl!l to add that they must be 
\lRf'd with caution. Figures of consumption and production, at 
home and abroad. even when stutlied over a series of vears, mav 
in r-;ome cases throw an uncertain li~bt on the effects of any given 
net of tariff policy even on the fortm.:~s of the commodity imme
dintt'ly concerned. since other <':1Uses modifying the general con
tlitions of demand and supply may have been at work; while 
f;nch an act mav well affect the fortunes of other commodities in 
w:1~·~ which g-ener~l reasoning m~y suggest, hut which it is be. 
yond the power of statistics to verify. Similarly the behaviour 
of the price of a protected product is an uncertain indication of 
t l1t> hPJ dt>n imposed on the consumer; something however can be 
le:1rnt from a comparison of the movements of the price in pro. 
h•ded and neutral markets and in other ways. 
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9 .. Not even a nation-perhaps least of all a nation-which 
shut 1t~elf. off co~pletely fro.m the world could hope by that alone 
to attam 1mmumty from d1sturbance. There would remain the 
pro?lem of ensuring a harmonious balance between the various 
~am branches ~f productive activity-capital goods and consump
twn goods, agrtculture and industry necessaries and comforts
and between the sever~! members of each of these broad groups, 
-between .wheat, for mstance, and sugar, between cloth and 
shoes. Fallure to achieve this harmony would result at best in 
a. wasteful use of productive resources, and at '\Vorst in disloca
tions and breakdowns very similar to those which occur under :..., 
regime of free internatim1al trade. 

In particular there arises in India, as in all countries, the 
problem of promoting harmonious development between country
side and town. The curiously complex form which this problem 
assumes today has already been alluded to in our remarks on 
population (Section 2). In India, as in the rest of the world, 
there has apparently been in recent years an 'overproduction' of 
agricultural as compared with manufactured goods. Since a larg·e 
majority of the population is dependent upon agriculture, the ill 
effects of such a situation are, so far as she uses a money eco
nomy, specially prominent in her case. On the other hand to 
an important extent-to just what extent it is one of the prime 
objects of our village survey to determine-the food-producing 
village, and even the food-p~oducing family-is a self-eontained 
unit; and in some cases, whatever its privations in other rei:1-
pects, its consumption of food has probably increased in conse
quence of the fall of prices. 

It cann<>t be taken for granted that this relatiYe 'overabund
ance' of agricultural produce is permanent. The pressure of 
population growth might yet make it advantageons to concen
trate an even greater proportion of the people upon the land, in 
order that each man might wring from it his own food supply and 
not tn•nch upon other people's; since in the last resort it is_ better 
to go short of many manufactured products than to go short of 
food, and since to prove that a holding is 'uneconomic', in the 
sense that it U.oes not really provitle enough for one, is_ not the 
same thing as proving that additional labour on it would fail to 
incre:1.se its output at all. 

On the other hand 1f productivity should keep successf~1ll:y 
ahead of the pressure upon food, the problem of 'balance' m1ght 
come to assume more deci8ive1 v in India the form which it as
sumes in the worlif. as a whole:-namely that of diverting an in
creasing proportion of the population from pri~ary to secondar~' • 
pnrsuits-inonstry. transport and personal sernces-'\Yhere the~' 
will form n market for the rultivator's produc;ts and thus enable 
him to escape the perils of. glut and ~ncre~se the v~riety and 
rangt> of. his own conf'umphon. And m th1~ c~nnectwn 1t ~ay 
be rememben'o that the purpose of the orgamBatwn of m~rketmg 
is not. merely to obtain for the prouucer the .full econom1c val_uE: 
of his product, but to prcm.ote e-xchanges "·h1ch would otherw1F . 
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11ot baYe taken place. Meanwhile the question arises as to whe~ 
tIter tbe danger of intensifying the agricultural 'overproduction' is 
a reason for not pressing on rapidly with the policy of improv
inl! 11te prouuctive powers of the land. And the answer, once 
lllore, seems to depend partly on the degree to which rural India 
functions independently of a money economy. If this indepen~ 
i!ence of money were complete, there could be nothing but good 
in eJ<.tenrJing- to other products the process which has been ap
plied to sugar, cotton and wheat. But, to take an example, 
IA!Jil.~ it iR undoubtedly in the l.:mg- run to the advantage of India 
that the quality of her cattle should be enhanced, (and their number 
conflequently-reduced), by intensive efforts to improve bretd, it is 
not desirable that improvement should outrun the capacity of mar
kets, and thns outpace the ability to support good breeding by 
good f et,ding. 

The phrase 'ecor.omic planniu;!' is used in such an infinite variety 
of senses tlwt we are reluctant ewn to mention it in connection 
with the enquiries \Ve propose, for fear of being misunderstood. 
It is posnible for Governments to do as much harm by guiding 
proJuction into ummitable chunuels as they have done good by 
dra\\·ing idle resources of land, labour, capital and organisation 
into nse. Interventwn iu the proYi~>ion of general productive 
equipment, su('h as irrigation works, roads, and hydro-electric 
power, is free from some of the risks of intervention in particular 
brancltes of protludion. \Vater can nourish many kinds of crops, 
roads can carry many kinds of products to market, power can 
turn umny kind,.; of machinery; ~>imilarly health and education 
('11 n he used for man~' different ends. The State, by providing 
the"e thin~s. as,.;umes no direct rebpomibility for the use that i;; 
made of them. nut in 80 far as it does decide to interyene in 
t be f•1rt unes of particular bnnr·hes of production, it would seem 
that C'Xnmination of the 1'-ituation by such an Economic Staff as 
we propose would he highly desirable : and that syr::tematized 
knowl<>dg-e both of the physical outturn of tne various br~ncbes 
of adivity, and of the net valne of. that outpu~ so far as. ~t ca_n 
be n,Ycaled bv a Census of Production and anc1\lary enqumes, lS 

n'qPirl'rl aR a· baekgronnd for their actinties.l 

A. L. BOWLEY. 
D. H. ROBERTSO~. 

Datfd ~Oth ~!arch, Hl34. 

1 One word of caution in interpreting the Census s,:ems to be 
called for. It is customary, in tabulating the results, to state the 
'111·t output pl'r pPr:>on employed',-1·.e., the va~ue of th~ total net 
output dividPd by the number of employees. Th1s figure 1s na~urallv 
hi~rl1t>r in industries which use much capital than. in th.ose w~u:h. use 
!itt It'. This fart mu>'t not Le taken, as it somehmes 1s, to md1cate 
th.lt "the return to Jahour" is 8pec·ially high in those industries, or 
that tlwy are nect>,:o.~arily Ep!'Cially \'aluable to the national economy 
and thndore ought to be expanded. 
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APPENDIX I. 

THE RURAL SURVEY. 
In the following schedule the general headings named on page 22, 

are developed in such a way as to indicate the kind of information 
which it is desired to collect. It may be thought that the tabulations 
under headings C. and D. are too detailed, aLd simpler forms may 
have to be devised. In any case careful consideration of the whole 
questionnaire will be necessary in reducing it to schedules suitable 
for the use of the investigators. The essentials are that every source 
of income of the residents in the village shall be taken into account, 
that receipts in cash shall be kept separate in the first place from 
receipts in kind, and that estimate should be made of the whole 
physical product of the village together with Lhe value of se.-vicesl 
which result in no physical output, and are often left out in accounts 
of village income. 

The amount of subsidiary information that can be obtained in the 
Survey, such as is suggested on page 22 and at the erid of the Schedule, 
can only be decided at a later stage. 

A.-EXISTING DATA. 

Tabulate from official reports, incluJing the records of the village 
accountant:--

Area of vilhtge and use for various crops and other purposes: 
Number of cattle, sheep, other animals, ploughs, etc.; 
Normal yield and anna yield in recent years for each crop; 
Land revenue, cess, etc. 
From the 1931 Census :-ho.uses, males, fem::tles, religion, language. 

E.-PERSONS AND OCCUPATIONS. 

Account for all re~:>idents as in the following Table. "Resident" 
excludes persons Jiving and working most of the year outside the 
village, but includes p~>rson working outside (on roads, etc.), and 
living in the village. The statement should apply to the population 
at the beginning of the year of observation. A record should be 

kept of births, deaths, and permanent emigration or immigration during 
the year. 

Symbols: N umbe•· of families n. 
males m. 
femal<'~ f. 
perscns P· 

m+f=p 
I.-Ages 

Males. Females 
Under 5 !ears 
5 and under 15 years 
15 11nd \lndfr il5 " 55 years and over 

Total m f 

t OthFr than services rendered within the housel:.old which evade evaluation, 
as do those things which some persons do for themselves, while others obtain 
them from paid Pervice. . 
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ll.-Occupational Condition. 
:\'!:ales. Females. Persons. 

Non-workin~r ownt>rs ·~ al a 

Workers : for llelf bl bl b 
earners ('1 c. c 
non-earners dl a. d 

Dependentij e, e• e 

Total m f p 

Classify b and c according to occupation, distinguishing males from 
females, on the following plan:-

1. Cultivation only occupation:- Owners 
Tenants 
Labourers. 

2. Cultivation and other occupation :-owners 
Tenants 
Labourers. 

giving detail of other occupations. 
3. Not cultivators: follow the Population Census order of occupa

tion. If a person has two occupations. (e.g., weaver and 
potter), give detail. 

Include persons paid by the village for any service, and also "un• 
productive" persons living by religion, begging, etc. · 

The total number under 1, 2 and 3 should of. course equal b +c. 

C.-FAMILY INCOMES. 

[Transactions in kind and in cash are to be kept separate in C. and 
D.] 

Classify families by number of persons. 

Number in family. 
1 
2 
3 

Total 

Nnmber of families. 

nl 

II a 

"• 

D 

Tah rare th!lt 1 n1 + 2 .n1 + 3 n1 + •· ...... =p, (total number of reaident8 
iu villa~,.). 

Make & separate schedule for each family. 
Enter at the top the personnel according to the classification under 

B., (all'e-group and occupation, if any). See that all the persons 
a, b o.nd c are entered as in the receipt of income. 



Schedt~le-
Estimate of the Net .An nwzl 1 ncome of each Pamily. 

Receipts. 

Obfainetl in !.·ind and not sold. 

Wheat 

Barley 

:llilk 

Eggs 

Maunrls 

St~ers 

number 

• tained in kini and solrl. I 
Wheat Mau. nds 

1 
Rupees 

Received in cosk. 

Re~·t • 

Wnges 

·• Rs. 

• Rs. 

Handicraft • Rs. 
.j 

i 

Principal earner. Other earners. 

Qttllntity. Cash. Q,.nuty.l- Cub. 

I 

*(43) ' 

• 

*(13) 

• 
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Expenses. Fo! cu1tivation. I Compdscry payments. Intert>st. 

Paid in kind. Seed. Labour. OthH. P. /, Land Other. .~nt. 
; . c.e l'enue 

•(5) •(i) •(1) • I • • • Wheat Maund 

I .. • I • • I • • Barley • " i . 
" I 

.. 
" 

I 

I 

I Paid in cash • • • I • • • • 'I I ! 

Kind 
Sold. 

NBT INCOME. (not sold). 
Quantity. Cash. 

-·· -.. ~-~------ -
Wheat .lt!auntll or Rs. • • • 
P.arley . • • • " .. 
. 

I 

Tobl • ... ... 
.. 

NoTE.-No entries where( .•. ) is inserted: entries at, (*) wherever produc-
tion, sale; ·or payment occurs. · • 

Any grain takt>n before harvest shonld if· po~r,ible be includt"d in 
the ~chedule . 

. Include in the Table not only cereals, etc., but also fruit, vegetables, 
nlllk, gur, eggs, honey, etc., straw, forest products, etc., if grown or 
obtained free. 

For each cultivating owner or tenant make a separate statement 
~howing thf' disposal of each crop:-

t.,,,., 11/ual-

]( ep• rot· ~eea • . 
Ccn•umed bv ln'OWers' familv 
Paid in kind fvr cultivating'Jabour • 

., other 8E'rvil'es, e.,q., to priest 

SrH in the 'rillag'e • 
hld (lutside tlle vi!la~e 

Maut1.1. 
;; 

30 
7 
l 

43 

!I 
10 

13 

Tutal ~t; 

lolake a stparate entry f0r any quantity fed to animals. 



The met1l0d of estimating the incomes of families who are not 
included as cultivators or cultivating labourers in the schedule above, 
land owners, officials, dealers, pedlars residt"nt in the village, weavers, 
priests and menials, etc., will need speci:l.l instructions. Supple
mentary earnings, such as the use of asses for hauling bricks, should 
of course be included. Receipts in kind should be kept separate from 
those in cash. 

In the end there !>hould be n completed Schedules, and in them 
should be included all village products and the value of local services 
of residents. 

Note below the schedule any purchases of implements or animals 
and any sale of animals, and any other expencliture of a capital nature 
(wells, etc.). 

Note also for each family any gifts from relatives or. income from 
outside the village, such as rents or produce from land. 

Note in detail cases of forced labour (begar). Payments for it 
shou.ld of course be included in the Income Schedule. Where there 
is no payment, if it. is for purposes of production its results are 
automatically included in the net income of the employer; if it is for 
menial or other unproductive services, an estimate of their value 
should be added to the employer's net income. If it is for the benefit 
of the village generally, it should form an item additional to the 
village income as computed under D. 

D.-VILLAGE INCOME. 

Physical Produce-
For each crop show the follow.ing items:-

Kept for seed 
Used byo .grow~r

for familv 
for payment~ in kind • 

Sold in village 
Sold outside the village 

TotalR 

Quantity. 
a 

b 

d 

e 

Valu~. 

y 

1. Note p:~.yments to non-residents included in c. Make a separate entry under 
c for any quantity fed to animals. 

Tables of this cha.ra.eter should be made not only for the crops, 
but also for all animal, vegetable, and forest products. · Where no 
quantitive statements are possible, estimates of ,·alue should be 
attempted. 

Here ct, b, c, d, e: x and y should each equal the total of correspond
ing items in the Family Schedules. 

Estimate the value of seed, manures, etc., purchased from outside 
for cultivating purposes (z). 

Th~ values of animal and vegetable products used for manure or 
other pnrposes in cultivation and the work of animals are already 
included in the values of the products. It is doubtful whether it :is 
advisable or possible to value dung used as fuel. 

HanrlirN/f.•.-Estimates in all practicable detail should be given 
of the amounts of cloth woven and any other products that are measur
able. 
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Seryicu.-"-The value of services rendered not for cultivation or 
·for other help in production has been estimated in the family 
schedules. 

Queetion whether it is advisable or possible to estimate the annual 
value of houses. 

The addition of the appropriate items under D. gives the income 
of the village, partly in kind, partly in cash. This addition should 
include everything named except (a) seed, while (z) seeds, etc., bought, 
should be subtracted. 

The same totals, together with any payments from outside (e.g., 
government payment to the patwari) equal the corresponding totals 
of family net incomes, plus Land Revenue, Cess, etc., plus Rent and 
Interest if paid to persons outside the village. (Payments within 
the village should have been counted in the income of owners or 
money-lenders). In comparing the totals, :e and y (values) should be 
used in D. instead of d and e (quantities). 

Produced in ¥illage (net) ... 

Received from outside 

Income of residents Total 

Land Revenue, Cess, etc., ... 
Rent and interest paid to non•rt>sidents 

Total ... 

Quantities. 
Wheat, Harley. 

Vl\lues. 
x andy. 

Give an account of the totals of each class of sales to, or purchase 
from. persons outside the village of animals and any goods which are 
of the nature of capital transactions, and have opt be,en included as 
income. Animal products and the work done by animals have already 
been brought into account. 

Also give an account of any c~>.pital expenditure on wells, improve
ments, etc. 

E.-VILLAGE JNCO:ME ESTIMATED IN CASH •. 

Evaluate the quantities in C. and D. by village prices (if used in 
the villages), and by market prices (lE-ss any sums paid for cost of 
transport), if sold outside. 

Then repe;;.t the Table abo,·e in Rupees-V a.lu~s only. 
Also compute the inoome of each family and list them in order of 

income. Each should be shown separately, assembly in grades can 
be left to & later stage. The total of the family incomes should of 
course equal the total 'income of residents' in the new Table. 

F.-EXTERNAL Pt"'RCHASES. 

Gi,e "'hatenr account i~ practicable of quantitieF and values of 
goods for consumption purchased outside or from tra.elling salesme;l 
&O as to ha\'"e 90me check on G. 
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G.-FAMILY BuDGETS. 

Construct, on as direct evidence as is pogsible, detailed budgets for 
typica.l cultivating owners, tenants, labourel's, etc. Give detail of 
personnel of family. 

Keep receipts in kind separate from those in cash, as indicated 
below. 

Wheat 

:\I ilk 

Fruit 

Food

Wheat 

:\I ilk 

Fruit 

Salt 

Oil 

Clothing

Rent

Interest
For services
Th"tching
Guests-
Gifts
Education
Medical
OthPl"-

Income for Family Consumption. 
Obtained in kind !'!-nd consu~ed. 

Quantity. 

Received in cash. 
Rupees. 

Total cash 

Co'(l_sumption and 
Obtained in kind. 

Quantity. 

Expend:iture, 
Bought. 

Quantity. Cost. 
Rs. 

Total cash ex pend.itu~e 

No1:.;) any exceptional expenditure on marriages, etc. 

Tott.t 
Quantity. 
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Supplementary Enquiries and Suggutions. 

Besides those named on p. 22 above or already suggested in the 
Appendix, attention may be given to the following 

In the tabulation of the village totals the quantities and values 
which are the subject of uncontrolled estimate should be distinguished 
from those where the obserYations are believed to be reasonably 
aocura~. Enquiries in neighbouring ,·iiJages would be Ul;eful in 

. ..,h~king some of the estimates. 
If th~ ofiiciais ·~f the Public Health Departments are consulted 

they might suggest observations which would be of use to them in 
studying the causes and extent of illness and lack of physical fitness. 

Similarly the Agricultural Departments may wish to be informed 
on various matters not. included in the schedule, such as the yield 
of milk per cow, or the value of bullocks' work. 
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APPENDIX II. 

MEAsuREMENT o:r THE AccuRACY oF SAMPLING. 

The following notes illustrate the application of the theory of 
:sampling to the proposed Rural Survey. The formulre given are 
approximate, but sufficient for the purpose. 

The 'universe' is the whole number of villages (N) from which the 
selection of (n) villages is made. 

k=n+N is the reciprocal of the sampling factor. 

I.-Proportions and percentages. 

If p is the proportion of villages in the universe that satisfy a. 
certain condition, e.g., containing less than 500 persons, the number 
of such villages expected in the sample may be written 

FD ± ,/(pqn (1-k)] 

or as a percentage 100 r± 100 [pq (1-k) + n] 

where q= 1-p. and the expression written after ±is the standard 
deviation. 

Thus for 1\ladras p == •42, n = 100, k =-1-· 
i:ll16 

The number expected per cent. is 42± 5. In fact 44 were found. 

H.-Averages and totals. 

The relative accuracy of a total is the same as that of the corres
ponding average. 

If s is the standard deviation of the frequency group formed by 
quantities, e.g., the nt:mbe!' of houses, in the N villages, and A. is 
the average of these quantities. then the average expected from the 
sample may be WTitten. 

A ± s,/[(1-k) + n] 

Thus in Madras and the Punjab the values of A, s, k and n for 
the houses were respectively 

Hl7. ?ro, 1 + 396, 100 
145, 140, 1 + !28· 6, 200 

and the forecasts were, therefore. 
197 ± J(), A1'd 145 ± 10 

while thP. averages found were 188 and 143. 

For village populations the values of A and s were 981 and 960 for 
Madras, and 704 and 655 for the Punjab. 

The forecasts were, therefore. 

981 ± 96, and 704 ± 1\1 

while the numbers found were 936 and 683. 
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In these and similar cases it will be noticed that the value of k 
has very little influence, in fact its introriuction only affects the error 
by one part in 50 in the Punjab and one part in 800 in Madras. Con
sequently t.he number (X) of the villages in the Province has a 
negligible effect. On the other hand great importance attaches to the 
number (n) select€d. With n =200 the standard deviation of the 
average is less than one-fourteenth of the standard deviation (s) of 
the quantities in the population, which of course depends on the dis
per~ion or scattnhl,lf~bi 'these quantities. s in the cases just ginn is 
~~!):lar.lcJ.o(y great, since the viliages vary very considerably in size. 

In Ca~e 1. propm·tions, the frequency of the values of p expected 
in sampling is approximately nonnal; the chance of the difference 

. between the proportions in the sample and the universe exceeding the 
standard deviation is about 1 in 3, and that of it exceeding it greatly 
is very small. 

In CaRe II. m·erages, the distribut.ion of the values of A expected 
in sampling is also approximately normal, if the frequency group of 
the population does not differ radically from the normal distribution. 
Whether this is so or not can be determined from the sample. .For 
example the distribution of the number of Hindus in Madras was 
n•ry abnormal, some villages containing few and many 100 per cent. 
Similarly abnormal distributions may be expected in the case of crops 
only locally cultivated. An approximation to the chance of exceeding 
the ~tandard deviation can sometimes be obtained by combining the 
standard deviation of the chance of ineludin~ a village thP.t has an 
uncommon characteristic, with the standard deviation of the average 
in such villages. Thfl effect approximatt>ly is to replace n in the 
formula by a smaller value m (the number with the characteristic), 
thus increasing the standard deviation; but the exact formula needs 
working out according t{) the circumstances. 

Thns it is not surprising that the number of non-Hindus per village 
found in Madras, viz., 70 did not fall within the limits 98± 1-l given 
by the standard deviation. 

SpPcial care will be necessn.ry in handling the estimatPc; where the 
tplantities occur sporadically or "Vary "Very greatly from place to place. 

III.-Ratios. 

t:'nder this term we include such measurements as persons per bousE'. 
~JA]P~ p•r 1.000 ft>mlllN, viel~ per acr~>. If x1, x1, • • • • mannd~ of 
wi~P~t ~re thP l'l'l'lps in 1·il'n!!'t>•, whP!'e y1• v1, • , • 'h;rh~A a•·!'! ~r.wn 
w1th wheat, a~d x: an~ y are the averages of these, then the yield in 
rAaunds per b1gha estimated from the aggregate of the n -rillages is 

fxt+x,+ • • • )+(:Vt+Yt+ • •. )=n:r:+n=x+y 

The a'l"er~ges x ani y separat~ly have nearly normal frequency, and 
t.w .. •hrr the1r frequency approximates to that of a normal correlati .n 
tmrf are. 

Write R1, ~, f(\r the ~tandard devi•tions C\f 1'1 r., ...••• a~d ra· rio .. '; • 
tbtll Bt + vn I lid s, + VD are tJ:.e s~andard deviah:ms of the averagei I and'!· 
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Writer= (lt1 y1 + l'z Ys+ ••• ·) +n s1 F2 for th~ir cOJrelation coefficient. 
Then the yield, w =· x + y 

log w = log x - log y 
dwfw = dxjx - dy/y 

· Squaring and taking the mean, and writing S for the standard 
deviation of w, we have 

n. (S/w)3 = (s1jx)3+(s::/Y)2-2r (s1jx. Sz/y), as an approximate 
expression. 

If the correfa.tion was perfect, that is if the yield per bigha was 
the same in every village, r = 1, and S = o, and as r approaches 
unity, S approaches zero. 

r, S1 sa can be determined approximately from the sample, and 
thus an estimate obtained of S. 

We have here an explanation of the accuracy with which the 
samples give the number of persons per house and the number of 
males per thousand females. 

If it is ascertained. that S is small, it follows that the estimate 
of w is more accurate than that of nx, the total yield. Hence if 
the. area in the Province under the crop is known, we can obtain a 
better estimate of the whole yield by applying w to that area, than 
by multiplying the aggregate yield in the sample by N + n, which 
is the method suggested on page 19. This alternative method of 
estimate may be of .far-reaching importance and apply to many of 
the quantities which we desire to know. In particular the most 
accurate way of measuring income may be to compute average 
inccme per house from the sample aggregate . and apply it to the 
number of houses in the villages of the Province. This comes to 
nearly the same thing as multiplying the aggregate of the incomes 
in the sample by the factor, 'houst>s in all villages divided by houses 
in the ;:;elected villages according to the Census of 1931.1 This cor
rects the error that would be present, if the average number of 
houses per village in the sample differed significantly from the 
average for the villages in the Province, and the sample aggre
gate was multiplied by N + n. 

The selection of the villages as proposed on a geographical basis 
will, so far as the characteristics of villages are homogeneous thl:£lugh 
a district, d1ffering from the villages in other districts, introduce 
the element known as 'stratification' into the standard deviations 
and make them smaller than in the formulre given, The increase 
of accuracy from this cause is, however, usually quite small, as can 
be gatht>red from the formulre that relate to it, given in statistical 
works. It is partly because of the slightness of this improvement, 
that some suggestions that have been made for securing homogeneous 
districts have not been adopted. The small gain in accuracy is out
balanced by the grave risk of losing the exact equality of cg;tnce 
that any village may be included in the sample. 

A. L. B ... 


